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Abstract approved:
Charles K. Sollitt

Anchors resistant to tensile loads are commonly used

in civil engineering practice. Anchors in the marine

environment are most frequently used for the mooring of

vessels. Only recently, with the expansion of the

offshore industry, has the need to develop more reliable

anchor systems become necessary. Embedded plate anchors

are one such system. The purpose of this study is to

investigate the behavior of plate anchors subjected to

static and cyclic loading.

A review of the different types of marine anchors is

made. A literature review encompassing the examination

of existing static theories and static and cyclic

experimental observations is conducted.

An experimental program has been conducted to

examine the response of circular, square and rectangular

plates to static and cyclic loading. The plate anchors

Redacted for privacy



are embedded in a saturated sand and loaded with an MTS

hydraulic testing apparatus.

It was found that the static pullout behavior is

influenced by pullout rate, depth of embedment, and to a

limited extent, anchor shape. Experimental results show

good agreement with several published theories. Cyclic

pullout behavior is dominated by a continuous

displacement of the anchor through the soil. The rate of

this displacement is governed by the magnitude of the

maximum cyclic load. Anchor displacement is also

influenced by the difference between the maximum and

minimum cyclic load.
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THE STATIC AND CYCLIC PULLOUT BEHAVIOR OF
PLATE ANCHORS

IN FINE SATURATED SAND

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

Plate anchors are often embedded in soils to provide

tensile resistance to applied loads. By entraining large

volumes of soil when put under tension, a seemingly small

anchor can resist very large loads. This high holding-

capacity-to-weight ratio feature makes embedded plate

anchors especially suited for buoy moorings. Where the

use of massive deadweight anchors and heavy handling

equipment was once the rule for mooring buoys, embedded

anchors have gained in popularity due to their

simplicity, low weight, low cost and more recently,

reliability. Designed to be nonrecoverable, plate

anchors can be utilized for a wide range of tasks; from

long term mooring support for pleasure vessels and buoys

to temporary supplemental support for semi-submersible

oil platforms during periods of high storm surge.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Anchors resistant to tensile loads have been

utilized for some time and are commonly used in civil

engineering practice. Cable ties are used to support

hanging roofs. Grouted bars and tendons are commonly
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used for building supports and anchored bulkheads (Hanna,

1982). High mast transmission towers often require

anchors at the corner posts to resist wind loading and

uneven conductor tensions. Uplift loads on very high

towers, such as those spanning rivers, and on towers

which must resist an angle of turn, can often be as high

as 800 kips (Adams and Klym, 1972; Robinson and Taylor,

1969). Smaller antennas and utility poles use anchors

and guy wires to provide tensile support. Helix anchors

are used to support mobile homes during periods of high

winds (Yokel, et al.). Cavern stabilization can also be

achieved through the use of tension anchors in the form

of anchor bars (Benson, et al., 1971).

The U.S. Navy and Marine Corps have needs for high-

capacity anchorages that can be installed by field units

without the use of heavy construction equipment. Some of

the requirements are for shelter tiedowns, plane

tiedowns, winch points for vehicles and suspension

footbridges (Dantz, 1966; Rocker, 1983).

At the Sizewell Nuclear Power Station in England,

cooling water tunnel shafts needed to be raised from

below the seabed, through twenty feet of sand, to the

seafloor. Sutherland (1965) was able to conduct model

anchor pullout tests to determine the required jacking

loads to raise these shafts.

The use of ground anchors, or embedded anchors, has

also been applied to the marine environment. Deadweight
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and drag anchors have been used by vessels for centuries.

Only recently, with the increase in offshore exploration

and the development of the oil industry, has the need to

develop more reliable anchor systems become necessary.

Today, anchors provide support for many marine

structures, including buoys, oil platforms, drydocks and

submerged pipelines. Plate anchors have even been used

in salvage operations. After the sinking of the Sidney

E. Smith freighter in the St. Clair River off Port Huron

in 1972, anchors were used to clear the vessel from the

channel (Wyclif fe-Jones, 1975).

Due to the varied nature of the support

requirements, many types of anchors and anchor systems

have been developed. Of particular interest is the

embedded plate anchor. Plate anchor systems offer many

desirable features. They can resist large vertical and

horizontal loads (over 100 Rips), thereby enabling

shorter scope moorings and closer stationkeeping. They

do not drag across the bottom. Their weight is low,

simplifying handling. They do not protrude above the

seafloor. They can be installed on slopes and at great

depths (Taylor, 1982).

1.3 SCOPE

The purpose of this report is to investigate the

response of plate anchors to static and cyclic loading.

A laboratory test program is developed to examine the
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behavior of plate anchors in saturated sand when

subjected to static and cyclic loading. A hydraulic

loading system is used to control the load to the anchor

plates. Data acquisition is achieved through an IBM-XT

personal computer and UnkelscopeTM software.

Circular, square and rectangular plates are used in

this study. These plates are fitted with miniature pore

pressure gauges above and below the plates to measure

pore water response. The soil used consists of a fine

saturated sand. The test container is a large steel

tank.

In part one of this study the effect of anchor

shape, depth, rate of pullout, load and tie rod friction

on the static loading behavior of the anchor plates is

investigated. Loading rates between .0007 in./sec and

0.27 in./sec are examined and anchor depths to 48 in. are

used. The static pullout load as a function of depth is

compared to the theories proposed by Balla (1961),

Mariupol'skii (1965), Matsuo (1968), Meyerhof and Adams

(1968), Sutherland, Finley and Fadl (1983), Murray and

Geddes (1987), Chattopadhyay and Pise (1986) and NCEL

(Beard, 1980).

In part two of this study the effect of frequency of

loading and cyclic load, represented as a percent of the

ultimate static load, on anchor pullout behavior is

examined. Sinusoidal loading frequencies between 1.0 and

2 Hz are used on plates embedded at a depth/anchor
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diameter ratio of 9.

Static loading results indicate an increase in

ultimate uplift capacity with increasing depth and the

existence of a transition depth between a shallow and

deep anchor at a depth/diameter ratio of 9. Pullout

rate, along with the rod friction, can have an influence

on uplift capacity. A comparison of experimental data

for the circular plate with published theories shows good

agreement with Sutherland, et al. (1983), Murray and

Geddes (1987) and Chattopadhyay and PISO (1986).

Cyclic loading results with the circular plate

indicate a faster displacement with higher loads. When

the maximum cyclic load is kept constant and the minimum

load is varied, those cases where the minimum loads are

lower display a higher displacement rate. Pore pressure

values above and below the anchor indicate an initial

decreasing dynamic response which is dependant upon the

magnitude of the cyclic load. This response reaches a

constant value shortly after the commencement of loading

and continues until accelerated anchor pullout occurs.



2.0 MARINE ANCHOR TYPES

There are many types of anchors and anchor systems

in existence today. Most have been developed for a

specific purpose and to take advantage of the

geotechnical properties of the soil in which they will be

used. This chapter briefly reviews the features of the

most common anchors used in the marine environment.

2.1 DEADWEIGHT ANCHORS

A deadweight anchor (Fig. 2-1) consists of a dense

and heavy mass, usually steel or concrete, that is placed

on the seafloor to resist vertical and small horizontal

loads. Its ability to resist uplift loading is generally

equal to the submerged weight of the object. Although

they are simple to construct, deadweight anchors have

small holding-capacity-to-weight ratios. For instance, a

concrete anchor will moor less than three-tenths of its

in air weight. For this reason they are rarely used when

the required holding capacity exceeds 1500 lbs.

2.2 FLUKE ANCHORS

Fluke anchors (Fig. 2-2), also called drag or burial

anchors, are mainly used to resist lateral loads. The

anchor consists of a shank and usually two flukes which

penetrate into the sea bottom when the shank is pulled

laterally across the soil's surface. Fluke anchors can
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be placed in tandem to increase their holding power.

They are not very effective in resisting vertical loads

and become impractical in deep water due to the great

length of mooring line required to maintain a horizontal

load vector at the shank.

2.3 MUSHROOM ANCHORS

Mushroom anchors are bowl-shaped weights used mainly

in f.ine-grained soils. When placed on the seafloor, the

anchor sinks under its own weight thereby using the soil

above it to increase its uplift capacIty. This anchor

can also be dragged across the bottom to aid in its

embedment.

2.4 PROPELLANT EMBEDMENT (EXPLOSIVE) ANCHORS

These anchors consist of various shaped projectiles

which are driven into the soil by the use of explosives

(Fig. 2-3). The anchor is allowed to fall to the ocean

bottom where, upon contact, an explosive device

detonates, driving the anchor at high velocity into the

soil. The anchor is then rotated or "keyed" to present

its greatest bearing area to the soil surface. These

anchors have a very high holding-capacity-to-weight ratio

and can, if properly designed, even be driven into rock

and coral. The ordnance required for these anchors can

make them dangerous, however.
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2.5 PlATE ANCHORS

Plate anchors (Fig. 2-4) are made up of various

shaped plates which are embedded edgewise into the seabed

by jets of water, air or a combination of both, or by the

use of a driving rod. When the plate reaches the desired

depth, it is rotated in the same manner as the explosive

anchor. This anchor also provides a high holding-

capacity-to-weight ratio.

2.6 HELIX (AUGER OR SCREW-IN) ANCHORS

These anchors consist of a shaft with helical

surfaces that can be screwed into the soil (Fig. 2-5).

They can only be used in shallow water where they are

easily controlled, although some have been tested to

depths of 500 feet. They are most commonly used to

anchor pipelines to the seafloor.

2.7 VIBRATORY ANCHORS

A vibrated anchor consists of a vibrator mounted on

a shaft with an attached fluke assembly. Counter-

rotating eccentric masses provide the vibration and the

vibrator is either electrically, pneumatically or

hydraulically driven. Upon contact with the seabed, the

anchor is vibrated to the required depth. Holding

capacities for these anchors can reach 40 kips in sand

and 25 kips in soft clays and clayey silts (Beard, 1973).

A disadvantage of this system is the long time required
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to embed this anchor (up to 30 minutes). Since the

development of the propellant embedded anchors, the

vibratory anchors have not seen much use.

2.8 PILE ANCHORS

These anchors are simply piles that are either

driven into the soil by the repeated impulsive loading of

a hammer, jetted in place or placed into a pre-drilled

hole and then grouted in place (Fig. 2-6). They offer

significant vertical and lateral resistance to pullout

but can be difficult to install at great depths.

2.9 HYDROPIN ANCHORS

A hydropin anchor (Fig. 2-7) usually consists of a

plate, skirt and riser tube. Water is jetted into the

soil beneath the plate, and the liquified slurry is

pumped up through the riser tube to the top of the plate.

The anchor then sinks into the soil under its own weight.

2.10 SUCTION ANCHORS

There are two main types of suction anchors. The

first, known as a hydrostatic anchor (Fig. 2-8) is made

up of a plate, skirt, porous stone and suction line.

After the anchor is placed on the seabed and the skirt

has penetrated the soil, suction is applied to the cavity

between the plate and the porous stone. This suction

results in a cavity pressure which is lower than the
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surrounding hydrostatic pressure.

The other type is a buried suction anchor (Fig. 2-

9). It is installed by jetting water into the underlying

soil. After penetration to the desired depth, suction is

applied within the anchor. For both types of anchors,

the suction force keeps the anchor clamped to the soil.

These anchors work best in cohesionless soil and provide

short-term vertical resistance.

2.11 GRAVITY ANCHORS

Gravity anchors (Fig. 2-10) are essentially large

deadweight anchors used mainly with tension leg

platforms. The anchor consists of a shell which is

manufactured on land then towed to the anchor site. It

is then filled with a ballasting material and allowed to

sink to the ocean bottom.

2.12 PADLOCK 1NCHOR

The padlock anchor was developed by the Naval Civil

Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) to provide for a fixed

point mooring in the deep oceans. It consists of a

tripodal frame and three articulated bearing pads.

Embedment anchors are used with the system to increase

the holding power and "lock" the bearing pads to the

ocean bottom.
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Fig. 2-10 Gravity Anchor with Skirts

Further descriptions, advantages and disadvantages

along with expressions for uplift and breakout capacities

of each anchor type may be found in Taylor, Jones and

Beard (1979), Beard (1980), Taylor (1982), and Datta and

Singh (1984).
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3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The ultimate uplift capacity of an embedment anchor

is defined as the magnitude of the force necessary to

completely withdraw an anchor from the soil in which it

is embedded. There are five main components that make up

this force; effective anchor weight, effective weight of

the soil, shear resistance along failure lines, adhesion

and cohesion (Vesic, 1971). The most difficult component

to determine is the effective weight of the soil mass

being pulled out. This is because in order to find the

volume of soil, the exact shape of the failure surface

must first be determined. Most theories therefore,

center around trying to define this failure surface.

One of the most significant parameters used in

determining anchor pullout capacity is the depth of

embedment. An anchor is said to be "shallow" if bulging

of the soil's surface occurs as the anchor is vertically

displaced. An anchor is said to be "deep" if no bulging

is observed. When a deep anchor is displaced, soil flows

from above to below the anchor, unaffected by the surface

boundary.

The reason for the distinction between deep and

shallow anchors is because the modes of failure of each

are different and require separate analysis. Figs. 3-1

and 3-2 illustrate these two types of failure modes.
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Fig. 3-1 Shallow Anchor Failure

Fig. 3-2 Deep Anchor Failure
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3.2 STATIC PULLOUT THEORIES

One of the earliest methods used to describe

ultimate pullout capacity is the earth pressure or

friction cylinder method (Fig. 3-3). In this method, the

assumed failure surface extends vertically from the edge

of the anchor to the soil's surface. The pullout

capacity is then defined to be the sum of the weight of

the soil above the anchor and the frictional force of the

soil acting along the failure surface. This method is

generally valid only in loose soil. In addition, the

actual shear failure of the soil mass is not taken into

account and there is no provision made for cohesion

forces.

Another theory is the weight of cone method (Fig.

3-4). This method assumes that the failure surface is an

inverted truncated cone which intersects the soil's

surface at an angle of 45° - p/2, where is the soil's

internal angle of shearing resistance (angle of

friction). The pullout capacity is the weight of the

soil within this cone. A variation of this theory

provides for the inclusion of shearing resistance along

the soil's sliding surface. Limitations of this theory

include an inability to account for the proper soil

failure surface and the exclusion of cohesion forces.

Balla (1961) developed a systematic analysis of
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Fig. 3-3 Friction Cylinder Method
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shallow anchor failure by first determining the shape of

the soil's failure surface. Mushroom foundations were

placed in a dry sand near a glass plate and loaded to

failure. The failure surfaces were then observed. From

these observations Balla determined that the meridian

section of the failure surface was part of a circle that

begins perpendicular to the anchor plate at its edge and

extends toward the surface, intersecting at an angle of

approximately 450 - p/2. The total pullout resistance

was determined by calculating the weight of the soil

within the failure volume, the difference between the

shaft weight and the soil weight that it displaces, the

anchor slab weight and the shearing resistance along the

failure surface. Balla made an approximate calculation

of this shearing resistance by using Kätter's equation

for the case of a circular sliding line and by assuming a

plane stress state. For the case of a dry cohesioniess

soil, he determined the total pullout resistance to be:

P = (D - t)3 r [F1(4) + F3(p,)] + W (3.1)

where P = total pullout force, D = depth of embedment, t

thickness of the slab, r = unit weight of the soil, W =

weight of the anchor slab, >, = (D - t)/B where B = anchor

diameter, 'p = friction angle, and F1 and F3 =

coefficients dependant upon friction angle of the soil

and anchor shape characteristics (Fig. 3-5).
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Balla's model experiments in air dry sand showed

good agreement with his theory for a depth/diameter ratio

of less than four.

Mariupol'skii (1965), in his studies of shallow

anchors, noted that soil compacted above the anchor as it

was being loaded. At first the displacement was limited

to the cylindrical column of soil directly above the

anchor and diminished toward the surface. As the loading

increased and the anchor began displacing, soil adjacent

to this column was entrained by the effects of friction

and cohesion. As the limiting value of soil shear stress

was reached, tensile stresses caused the soil within the

wedge to separate from the surrounding soil mass at its

interface. The failure surface formed a cone with a

curvilinear generatrix, extending from the anchor to the

soil's surface (Fig. 3-6).

Mariupol'skii found that full scale tests and model

experiments confirmed his hypothesis of tensile failure.

He then defined shallow anchor ultimate pullout capacity

to be:

lrr 1
rD[l-(B0/B)2 + 2KD/Btan] + 4cD/B

P = W+ 1B2-B021 (3.2)
J 1 - (B0/B)2 - 2nD/B

where B0 = shaft diameter, K = coefficient of lateral

earth pressure, c = cohesion, and n = O.0025 (an

experimentally determined shape factor where çt' is in
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degrees).

For deep anchors, Mariupol'skii assumed that failure

is accompanied by bulging of the soil into the cavity

which is formed below the anchor plate. As a limiting

condition is reached, the conical wedge of soil above the

anchor forces the soil above it to the sides and below

the anchor. The anchor then displaces at an almost

constant load.

To determine this load, he assumed that the work

required to displace the anchor a vertical distance s is

equivalent to the work required to expand a cylindrical

cavity of radius B0/2 and height s to radius B/2 (Fig. 3-

7). Mariupol'skii then determined the ultimate pullout

capacity for the deep anchor case to be:

pr (B2 -B02)

P W + + frBQL (3.3)

4(l-O.5tan)

where p = radial pressure required to expand the

cylindrical cavity, f =unit skin resistance along the

stem of the anchor and L = length of the shaft.

In his studies on the uplift loading of transmission

tower footings, Matsuo (1967) developed a theory to

determine the ultimate uplift capacity of shallow

foundations in dry soils. He assumed that as a soil mass

failed in shear due to the uplift loading of a footing,

the earth pressure condition changes from a semi-active



Fig. 3-6 Shallow Anchor Definition (by Mariupol'skii,
1965)
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condition near the footing to a passive condition at the

soil's surface. The soil's failure surface was then

assumed to be a combination of a logarithmic spiral and a

tangential straight line. Fig. 3-8 shows a definition

s]cetch of anchor failure by Matsuo. By summing the

moments due to the forces acting on the failed soil

volume about the center of the logarithmic spiral, and

setting them equal to zero, he determined the uplift

pressure on the footing. Other spirals were also

investigated, with the actual failure occurring along the

surface corresponding to the lowest footing uplift

pressure. After extensive analysis, Matsuo determined

the ultimate uplift capacity of a circular foundation to

be:

P = W + r(B23K1 - V3) + cB22K2 (3.4)

where: K1 = irf(a-l) (a2F1+aF2+abF3+bF4+F5+b)) (3.4.a)

K2 = ir[(a-l)(aF6+F7) + b(btana +2)) (3.4.b)

a and b = coefficients of the sliding surface, B2 = the

horizontal distance between the center of the shaft and

the junction between the logarithmic spiral and the

tangential straight line, V3 = volume of the footing

shaft, a = (450 + /2), and Fi (1 = 1 to 7) are

functions given in his paper.

Matsuo realized that calculating the pullout
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Fig. 3-8 Shallow Anchor Definition (by Matsuo, 1967)



resistance by this method was time consuming, so an

attempt was made to simplify the equations without losing

accuracy (Matsuo, 1968). By making approximations,

Matsuo developed equations for B23K1 and B22K2 for three

ranges of depth to half-breadth ratios (D/B1) where B1 is

the foundation radius. Letting X1 = D/B, the following

relations were obtained:

for 0.5 Xi 1

B23K1 = (O.O56 + 4.00O)B13X1(°°°7'P"°°°) (3.5)

B22K2 = (O.0274 + 7.653)Bi2>l(002l52) (3.6)

for 1 S Xi 3

B23K1 = (O.056q + 4.00O)B13>1(°°'61--°°) (3.7)

B22K2 = (O.O27 + 7.653)B12X1(°°4P]"3) (3.8)

for 3 Xi 10

B23K1 (0.5974 + l0.400)B13(X1/3)(°°231"300) (39)

B22K2 = (0.0i3q + 6.iiO)B12X1(°-°°5-334) (3.10)

is in degrees for all cases.

Matsuo shows that the values obtained for B23K1 and

B22K2 by this approximation are accurate to within 3% of

the exact calculated values. Cases where < 0.5 and

>10 were omitted because they provided no practical

applications. A comparison with laboratory and field

data showed good agreement with Matsuo's calculations.
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Meyerhof and Adams (1968) conducted model tests to

determine the uplift resistance of footings with special

reference to transmission tower footings. During these

tests they noted that the observed soil failure surfaces

were complex in nature. Simplifying assumptions about

the actual failure surfaces were made to develop a

general theory of uplift capacity. They assumed that the

failure surface extended vertically from the edge of the

footing to the soil's surface. The shearing resistance

on this surface could then be obtained by determining the

cohesion and passive earth pressure of the soil (Fig. 3-

9)

For footings at shallow depth, the following

equations for maximum uplift capacity were derived:

Strip Footing

P=2cD+rD2Ktanp+w (3.11)

Circular Footing

P = ircBD +s(7r/2)rBD2Ktan + W (3.12)

Rectangular Footing

P = 2cD(B+L) + I'D2 (2sB+LB)Kutan + W (3.13)

where Ku nominal uplift coefficient of earth pressure

on the vertical plane through the footing edge (about

0.95 for sand), s = shape factor (1 + mD/B) with a
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maximum of (1+xnH/B) where H is the limiting depth of

shallow anchor failure, and in is a coefficient dependant

upon the friction angle (given in Table 3.1).

TABLE 3.1
FRICTION ANGLE COEFFICIENTS

Friction Angle 20° 25° 30° 35° 40° 45° 48°

Coefficient in .05 .10 .15 .25 .35 .50 .60

Limiting H/B 2.5 3.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 11.0

Maximum s 1.12 1.30 1.60 2.25 3.45 5.50 7.60

For footings at great depth, Meyërhof and Adams

noted that the failure surface was prevented from

reaching the soilts surface by the compressibility and

deformation of the soil mass above the footing. Above a

certain depth, H, the failure surface ceases to exist

and additional resistance is provided by the surcharge

pressure of the soil above the failure surface (Fig. 3-

10). Eqs. 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 were therefore modified

to include the surcharge pressure of the soil above the

failure surface arid provide the uplift capacity of deeply

buried footings.

Strip Footing

P = 2cH + F(2D-H)HKtanp + W (3.14)
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Fig. 3-10 Deep Anchor Definition (by Meyerhof and
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Circular Footing

P = ircBH + s(1r/2)rB(2D-}I)HKtan + W (3.15)

Rectangular Footing

P = 2cH(B+L) + r(2D-H)H(2sB+L-B)Ktanp + W (3.16)

A maximum value of H/B was determined by visual

observation. This value marked the transition between a

shallow and deep mode of failure. The limiting value of

H/B, along with the maximum values of the shape

factor s, are reproduced in Table 3.1. Experimental

data on tests in dry sand compared favorably with the

theory proposed by Neyerhof and Adams.

Vesic (1971) analyzed the problem of shallow anchor

pullout by considering the expansion of cavities close to

the surface of a semi-infinite rigid-plastic solid. If

the embedment depth is small enough, there will be an

ultimate pressure that will shear away the soil above the

cavity. By applying this theory to plates, he assumed an

equation of the form:

PCFc+1'DFq (3.17)

where p = pressure required for plate pullout and and

Fq are plate breakout factors dependant upon anchor

shape, depth of embedment and the soil's angle of

friction.
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If the soil is cohesionless, the first term on the

right side of Eq. 3.17 drops out, leaving only p = FDFq.

Rearranging and separating the area from the pressure

term results in Fq = P/(rAD).

The problem then becomes one of finding appropriate

values of i and Fq. Calculated values for the breakout

factors (see Vesic, 1971 or Esquivel DIaz, 1967 for

numerical values) do not agree well with observed data.

Eq. 3.17 is still used however, but more often with

experimentally obtained breakout factors.

Vesic's (1971) solution for deep anchor pullout

resistance is similar to IIariupo1'skii's but was

developed more rigorously. Using his work with spherical

cavity expansion, Vesic used a modified form of equation

3.17 that included cylindrical cavity expansion factors,

F and F4 in lieu of plate breakout factors. These

factors depend upon anchor depth, soil density, cohesion,

angle of friction and the shear modulus of the soil.

This solution is based on the assumption that no volume

change occurs in the plastic zone surrounding the cavity.

These factors are very close to the point bearing

capacity factors of deep foundations. Eq. 3.17 rewritten

for deep anchors becomes:

p cF + rDF4 (3.18)

where F4 = (l+sin) (IrSec)(1' (3l8a)

= G/(C+rDtan) (a rigidity index) (3.l8.b)
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G = shear modulus of the soil

F = (F4-i)cot (3.18.c)

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL)

defines anchor holding capacity using dimensionless

factors in a manner similar to Vesic's method (Beard,

1980). Holding capacity factors are used to quantify the

friction and cohesion effects on static pullout. In

addition, a shape factor term from Skempton (1951) is

included to correct the equation for use with rectangular

anchors. The general equation for uplift capacity

according to NCEL is:

P A(cNc + r'DNq) (0.84 + 0.16 B/L) (3.19)

where N and Nq are holding capacity factors reproduced

in Fig. 3-li.

Sutherland, Finlay and Fadi (1983) developed a

pullout theory based upon extensive laboratory testing of

circular disks in dry sand. The tests were conducted at

various relative densities and ranges of depth/diameter

ratios up to 25. While they found that the soil's

failure surface for the shallow anchor case is generally

curved, the authors assumed that it could be approximated

by an inclined straight line extending from the anchor to

the soil's surface (Fig. 3-12). An approximate theory

was developed using empirical factors, the weight of the

soil within the failure volume and the shearing
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resistance along the surface bounding the failure volume.

For the shallow horizontally embedded anchor case,

the ultimate pullout resistance of a horizontally

embedded anchor is given as:

P = (irrD/12)(8D2tan2a + l2BDtana + 3B2) (3.20)

where a = O.l25[Dr(l+cos2b) + (l+sin2)] (3.20.a)

and Dr = relative density of the sOil

For the deep horizontally embedded anchor case (Fig.

3-13), the ultimate pullout resistance is:

P (nT/l2)8H2 (3D-2H)tan2a + 12HB(2D-H)tana + 3DB2 (3.21)

6K0 (D-H)2 (B+2lltana) tanc]

where c = DcOsq (3.21.a)

The authors found that the transition zone between a

shallow anchor and a deep anchor varied with the soil's

relative density. For relative densities of 25.4, 50.2

and 85.2 %, corresponding critical depth ratios (D/B) are

4.3, 7.8 and 10.5, respectively.

Chattopadhyay and Pise (1986) used a limiting

equilibrium approach to develop a general theory of

uplift resistance in cohesionless soil. Forces resisting

pullout include the weight of the soil in the failure

volume, the shear resistance along the soil failure
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Fig. 3-12 Shallow Anchor Definition (by Sutherland,
et al., 1983)

Fig. 3-13 Deep Anchor Definition (by Sutherland,
et al., 1983)



surface and the weight of the plate anchor. The failure

surface is assumed to extend tangentially from the

plate's edge, eventually intersecting the surface at 45°

- /2. The curvature of this surface takes on a form

which is dependant upon q and X. In addition, as X

increases, the rate at which this failure boundary

approaches the soil's surface decreases, such that as X

approaches infinity, the boundary attains a limiting

value at the surface.

Using these three conditions, the authors developed

an integral equation to define the ultimate breakout

force, P:

1D

P=IrFBDI { (2x/B) (l-z/D) [cote+(cose + K0sinO)tanJ }dz (3.22)

Jo

where e 45° - 0/2 and x and y are defined in Fig. 3-14.

Experimental results by Chattopadyay and Pise agree

quite well with their theoretical values.

An equilibrium formulation was also developed by

Murray and Geddes (1987). They assumed a failure plane

extending in a straight line from the plate to the soil's

surface, intersecting at an angle of 90° - 0/2 to the

horizontal (Fig. 3-15). The resulting failure volume is

assumed to have the same mass as the true failure volume,

which has a curved rupture boundary. The pullout load

for a circular plate in cohesionless soil is determined
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from the following relationship:

P I'AD [l+2(D/B)(sin + sin(/2))(l+(2D/3B) (3.23)

tan(/2) (2-sin))]

This theory compared well to the authors' data from

experimental pullout tests in dense sand, but yielded

results for medium dense sand which were high.

It appears from this review that there is no

universally agreed upon theory to define the ultimate

vertical pullout capacity of embedded anchors. This is

because it is extremely difficult to predict the geometry

of the soil failure surface and to develop relationships

that apply to all soils under every conceivable

condition. Most theories seem to work well only on the

types of soils under investigation by the authors.

An analysis of the shallow anchor case is made

difficult by a lack of understanding of how soil stresses

interact with the seabed surface boundary.

For the deep anchor case, the analysis may not be as

difficult if the assumption is made that the anchor

behaves similar to a deep foundation, distributing

stresses above the plate in a continuous, homogeneous and

isotropic soil that is unaffected by the soil's surface

boundary. An analysis of the ultimate load bearing

capacity of deep foundations can be found in Meyerhof

(1976) or Vesic (1977).
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3.3 STATIC LOADING OBSERVATIONS

In contrast to rigorous theoretical development,

many experimenters try to study only a few of the

parameters that influence anchor uplift capacity. Some

experiinentalists use regression analysis to generate

equations that will describe their observations. Most of

these equations are good only for a specific model or

soil. Others strive to determine breakout factors that

will satisfy Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18. There are numerous

factors that influence anchor uplift capacity. These are

discussed and identified with published experimental

observations.

3.3.1 TRANSITION DEPTH

The transition depth is the distance below the

soil's surface at which an anchor's failure mode changes

from shallow to deep. It is characterized by the

critical depth ratio D/B and depends heavily upon

relative density. An anchor is said to be shallow when

any anchor displacement results in an elevation change at

the soil's surface. In this case an anchor fails in

general shear. In a general shear failure, a well-

defined failure pattern exists which consists of a slip

surface that extends from the anchor's edge to the soil's

surface. An anchor is said to be deep when no surface

effects are seen when the anchor is displaced. In this

latter situation, the failure pattern is not easily
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observed. The failure mode for deep anchors has been

compared to the punching shear failure seen in deep

foundations (Vesic, 1963, 1971). Many experiments have

been conducted to define the transition point between a

shallow and a deep anchor.

Baker and Kondner (1966) and Esquivel Diaz (1967)

conducted model tests in dense sand and found that

bulging of the soil surface occurred when D/13 < 6. Healy

(1971) used spherical anchors and found that the

transition zone was D/B < 6 for dense sands but D/B < 2

for loose sand. Beinben, Kalajian and Kupferman (1973)

studied anchors in moist and saturated sand and clay and

found the transition point to be D/B = 4 for both.

Clemence and Veesaert (1977) conducted model tests in

dense sand and discovered a "definite change in the

failure mode" at D/B = 5. Andreadis, Harvey and Burley

(1981) define an anchor to be shallow when D/B < 8.

Sutherland, Finley and Fadl (1983) found that the

transition point could be as high as D/B = 12 for a

relatively dense soil.

3.3.2 DENSITY

Soil density has a marked effect on uplift capacity.

It is universally accepted that an anchor embedded in

dense soil will have a higher uplift capacity than one

embedded in loose soil. The degree of difference is

dependent upon relative density and angle of friction.
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Well documented studies verifying increased uplift

capacity in dense soil can be found in Sutherland (1965),

Healy (1971), Adams and Hayes (1967), Esquivel Diaz

(1967), Ovesen (1981) and Murray and Geddes (1987).

Kenanyan (1966) attributed this rise in capacity to a

higher friction angle, a decreased porosity and an

increase in the area of the failure surface. Adams and

Hayes (1967) visually observed that anchors in dense sand

affected a much greater volume than in loose sand.

3.3.3 OVERBURDEN PRESSURE

Overburden pressure is the force per unit area that

is acting above the soil sample under investigation. In

an effort to study the effects of overburden pressure on

anchor pullout capacity, Healy (1971) applied vacuum to

the inside of a container of sand which was completely

enclosed in a rubber membrane. In tests with overburden

stresses up to 11.6 psi, Healy found that the pullout

resistance increased monotonically with an increase of

overburden stress.

Knowing that an increase in overburden stress could

increase anchor uplift capacity, Stewart (1985) studied

the effects of soil layering. In his model experiments

he embedded an anchor in clay (glyben) and overlaid it

with layers of sand. After conducting pullout tests he

found that the layers of sand caused an increase in

anchor uplift capacity. However, in order to mobilize
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the frictional resistance of the sand, the anchor had to

travel almost completely through the layer of clay.

3.3.4 STRESS HISTORY

Hanna and Carr (1971) showed that soil stress

history is an important factor in anchor pullout. By

examining model anchors in overconsolidated sand they

found that the peak uplift capacity increased with

increasing overconsolidation ratio (OCR). An

overconsoljdated soil is one that is currently sensing an

overburden pressure lower than what it has experienced in

the past. An overconsolidation ratio is the ratio

between the preconsolidation pressure and the present

vertical pressure. For small overconsolidation ratios,

the peak value is only slightly less than in the normally

consolidated soil. As shown in Fig. 3-16, as the

overconsolidation ratio increases, the ultimate uplift

capacity also increases but appears to reach a limiting

value.

Seed and Chan (1961) found that the interval time

between loadings had an important influence upon sand

deformation. In tests with silty sand, the soil

deformation, measured as a percent of axial strain,

increased as the interval between loadings increased. A

possible explanation given for this phenomenon was that

upon loading, adsorbed water films displaced, resulting

in true particle to particle contact and increased
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frictional resistance. If the soil does not have

adequate time to rebound and readsorb water, the strength

remains high. If the soil is given adequate time to

restore itself to its original condition, the strength is

reduced.

3.3.5 SHORT-TERM VS. LONG-TERM LOADING

Beard (1980) defines short-term holding capacity as

"the load required to cause anchor breakout when the

anchor is loaded rapidly to failure't. The ultimate

holding capacity is affected by the dissipation of

induced pore water pressure. Cohesionless soils drain

quickly, even though the soil may be loaded rapidly. For

most of these cases the uplift capacity is governed by

the soil's friction angle. However, if a cohesionless

soil is loaded so quickly that it is not allowed to

drain, then its strength will be adversely affected. The

strength change depends upon the soil's relative density.

The undrained shear strength of a loose sand is less than

it's drained shear strength, whereas in a dense sand, the

undrained strength is greater. Cohesive soils drain very

slowly and any attempt to define uplift capacity must

include the soil's undrained shear strength, Su.

Long-term static holding capacity is reached when

excess pore-water pressure in the soil has dissipated.

Since cohesionless soils drain rapidly, the long-term

holding capacity is considered to be equal to the short
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UPLIFT DISPLACEMENT mm

Fig. 3-16 Comparison of Anchor Uplift to Anchor
Displacement for 1.5 in. Diameter Anchors
(Hanna, et al., 1972; reprinted by permission
of the ASCE)
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-term drained holding capacity. Cohesive soils drain

slowly, but eventually reach equilibrium. Uplift

capacity for this case is governed by the soil's drained

strength parameters. Adams and Hayes (1967) examined the

long-term holding capacity of anchors embedded in clay

and found that they were considerably less than the

short-term holding capacity. Beard (1979) studied long-

term loading capacity on submerged clays and found that

for a normally consolidated clay, the long-term drained

strength was greater than the short-term strength in

almost all cases.

3.3.6 SATURATION

When any soil becomes submerged, water will fill the

void spaces between the soil particles. This water is

called pore water and the rate at which it flows is

dependent upon the soil's permeability. Pore pressure

serves to reduce the average intergranular stress between

soil particles.

Sutherland (1965) conducted anchor pullout tests in

dry and submerged sands and noted that there was a

reduction in pullout capacity for the submerged sands as

expected. However when he used the soil's effective unit

weight in Eq. 3-17, he obtained the same breakout factors

as in the dry sand. Matsuo (1967) noted as much as a 50%

decrease in pullout capacity of anchors embedded in

saturated sand over those embedded in dry sand.
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3.3.7 SOIL DILATENCY

Soil dilatency (or shear dilatency) is the change in

volume that is associated with the shear distortion of an

element of granular soil. It is characterized by an

angle of dilatency ç&. If cli = 0, then the soil will

deform plastically with no volume change. Loose sands

often have small angles of dilatency. Dense sands,

however, often dilate when sheared. Dilatency causes the

soil above the anchor to ttlock up", and this has an

effect on anchor pullout capacity. Before an anchor can

fail, a greater plastic region must become affected by

the soil stress. Rowe and Davis (1982b) and Vermeer and

Sutjiadi (1985) found that anchor pullout capacity

increased with an increasing angle of dilatency.

3.3.8 P2RTICLE BREAKAGE

As uplift load is applied to an anchor, stresses are

transmitted to the surrounding soil. These stresses are

distributed throughout the skeletal structure of the soil

by particle to particle contact. If the stress is high

enough it is possible for the particle to break,

resulting in smaller particle sizes. Particle breakage

causes a reduction in volume and decreases the rate of

dilation. This phenomenon occurs mostly in cohesioniess

soils.

In his tests in dense sand, Healy (1971) noticed

that there was an increase in soil density around his
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anchors due to sand grain breakage. Hardin (1985)

realized the importance of particle breakage and

developed equations to define the breakage potential of a

particle. He identified seven parameters that affect

particle crushing: particle size distribution, particle

shape, state of effective stress, effective stress path,

void ratio, particle hardness and the presence or absence

of water. Miura (1985) studied point resistance of steel

piles in sand and found that the work dissipated in the

particle crushing of sand can be as much as 80 - 90 % of

the total work done by the external force. He found that

the zone of crushing can extend to a depth of several

times the pile diameter.

3.3.9 SOIL DISTURBANCE

When an anchor is embedded into the seafloor, some

soil disturbance will occur. The amount of shear

strength lost is dependent upon the soil's sensitivity,

St. Sensitivity is defined as the ratio between

undisturbed compression strength and remolded compression

strength. Cohesionless soils have low sensitivity with

values approaching unity. Sensitivity ranges are given

as follows: insensitive 2<St<4, sensitive 4<St<8,

extrasensitive St>8. Many ocean soils with a high water

content have no remolded shear strength.

A cohesive soil can regain shear strength with time.

This process is known as thixotropy. For this reason an
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anchor that is not loaded until the soil has regained

most of its strength will have a greater uplift capacity

than an anchor that is loaded immediately after

embedment. Rocker (1977) found that in clayey-silt, much

of the benefit of leaving the anchor undisturbed was

reached in only a few hours. Unfortunately, soils with a

sensitivity greater than 16 regain very little of their

original strength, even after waiting for a period of 4

months (Bowles, 1982).

Walker (1978) embedded various shaped anchors into

sand and clay by jetting. He found that generally, the

anchor embedded with the least amount of disturbance had

a higher uplift capacity. He also found that if air was

used as a jetting medium instead of water, a higher

uplift capacity would result.

3.3.10 PNCHOR GEONETRY

Anchors can take on many shapes. The most common

embedment anchor shapes are circular, square, rectangular

and cylindrical. Several researchers have examined the

effects of anchor geometry on uplift capacity. Matsuo

(1967) noted that the uplift resistance of a square

footing in sand is approximately 10% greater than that of

a circular footing with the same area. His

investigations established that anchor uplift generally

increased with increasing perimeters. In contradiction

to this finding, Ovesen (1981) used a centrifuge to
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examine scale effects and discovered that circular and

square anchors, having the same area and buried at the

same depth, have the same uplift capacity. Das and

Seeley (1975) report that a square anchor in sand has a

slightly greater resistance than a circular one.

However, in equating the two anchors, the authors

compared the diameter of the circular anchor to the

length of the side of the square anchor. This gives the

square anchor a slightly greater area. Murray and Geddes

(1987) found that circular plates had higher

dimensionless load coefficients (P/LAD) than square

plates whose sides were equal to the circular plate

diameter.

Rowe and Davis (1982b) compared several rectangular

anchors and found that for shallow anchors in sand, the

ultimate uplift capacity decreased as the length-to-

breadth ratio of the anchor increased. When they

compared shallow circular and strip anchors in clay, Rowe

and Davis (1982a) found that the circular anchor capacity

was nearly twice that of the strip anchor. As the depth

increased, however, the differences diminished.

Andreadis, Harvey and Burley (1981) conducted

extensive static pullout tests on circular, cylindrical,

and conical anchors in preparation for cyclic pullout

experiments. Their results indicate that the cylindrical

anchor had the higher pullout capacity. They attributed

the higher capacity to the reduced movement of sand
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around the edges of the anchor. They also found that

conical anchors, while comparable to other shaped anchors

at low loads, had a marked reduction in pullout capacity

as loads increased.

3.3.11 PLATE ROUGHNESS

Anchor plate roughness affects the anchor-soil

interface. Rowe and Davis (1982a, 1982b) conducted a

theoretical investigation and performed model tests on

plates in dry sand and clay and found that anchor

roughness had a negligible effect upon uplift capacity.

This was also noted by Rowe and Booker (1979a) who

observed a difference of less than one percent in the

stiffness, or load-displacement relationship, between a

smooth and rough anchor. contrary to this, Murray and

Geddes (1987) found that an increase in surface roughness

produced an increase in the ultimate uplift resistance.

3.3.12 ANGLE OF INCLINATION

Under field conditions, an anchor is rarely pulled

exactly vertically. In most cases the load will be

applied at an inclined angle. For a deeply embedded

inclined anchor, the uplift capacity can be expected to

be the same as for the deep vertical anchor. When the

anchor is shallow however, the surface boundary condition

will affect the uplift capacity. In each of the

experiments cited below the face of the anchor has been
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placed perpendicular to the angle of pull so that it

offers the most resistance to pullout.

Kenanyan (1966) found that at the same depth,

pullout resistance increased with increasing angle of

inclination. This was confirmed by Meyerhof (1973a, b)

who also noted that the effect of inclination decreased

with depth. Colp and Herbich (1975) observed that the

more an anchor was inclined, the greater the number of

particles that were displaced. This indicated that the

volume involved in soil pullout increased with angle of

inclination. In their work on shallow anchors in sand,

Harvey and Burley (1973) found no substantial difference

in uplift capacity between horizontal and inclined anchor

plates. Ovesen (1981) in his centrifuge tests found that

the uplift capacity factor (a dimensionless

representation of uplift capacity) decreased slightly to

a minimum at 20° inclination. Above this value, the

uplift capacity increased.

3.4 CYCLIC LOADING BEHAVIOR

In contrast to the numerous theories and studies

that attempt to define and describe static pullout, there

is currently no theory to explain the cyclic loading

behavior of embedded anchors. After a review of the

differences in static pullout theories and of the

influences various parameters have on static pullout, it

is easy to understand why the complex behavior of cyclic
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loading has been difficult to analyze.

Cyclic loads usually have periods of less than one

minute in duration and can result from earthquake loading

(frequency approximately 2 Hz), wave loading (0.05 <

frequency < 0.15 Hz) and cable strumming (5 < frequency <

20 Hz) (Hermann, 1981). Cyclic loading is to be

distinguished from dynamic loading. In dynamic loading,

the inertial forces of the soil mass and anchor plate

must be taken into consideration during analysis. Cyclic

loading ignores inertial forces and is simply a

repetition of the static loading case (Hanna, Sivapalan

and Senturk, 1978).

Experimental studies on the cyclic uplift capacity

of embedded anchors are relatively scarce. B e m b e n ,

Kalajian and Kupferman (1973) conducted static and cyclic

pullout tests of anchor plates and flukes in loose

saturated sand. They used a cyclic loading pattern with

a period of 8 seconds lasting up to 4 hours. They noted

that the net upward anchor displacement per cycle

decreased during the first few minutes but that a

constant value was soon reached. This constant value was

termed the cyclic creep rate.

In additional work, Bemben and Kupferman (1975)

extended their previous test interval to about one week

and found that the cyclic creep displacement of their

anchor never ceased. Visual observations revealed that

during cyclic loading tests, a wedge of soil immediately
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above the anchor became "attached" to the fluke and moved

up together with the fluke. As the anchor was loaded and

displaced upward, soil flowed from above to below the

anchor. When it was unloaded, the anchor moved downward

due to soil rebound. The additional sand below the plate

prevented a total return of the anchor to its original

position, hence the occurrence of cyclic creep. As the

anchor neared the surface, bulging of the soil did not

occur as in the static case. This indicated that during

cyclic loading, soil stresses are confined to a smaller

region around the anchor than that observed in the static

loading case.

Clemence and Veesart (1977) conducted model tests in

dry sand and found that the uplift capacity of circular

plate anchors under dynamic loading was higher than under

static loading due to the inertial resistance of the soil

mass being pulled out and the increased shear resistance

due to rapid strain rates. By modifying their static

definition of pullout resistance to include inertial and

increased shear forces, Clemence and Veesart obtained

predicted results which agreed well with their

experimental data. No significant differences between

the static and cyclic failure surface profiles were

found.

Andreadis, Harvey and Burley (1978, 1981) conducted

static and cyclic loading tests on cylindrical anchors

connected to rigid tie rods in saturated sand. The
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cyclic loading consisted of a 0.5 Hz sinusoidally varying

pattern which they determined imposed negligible inertia

forces and simulated drained soil conditions.

significant scale effects were found to exist, with the

larger anchors exhibiting a faster cyclic strength

deterioration due to the larger amount of soil flowing

from above to below the anchor plate. In all cases, as

shown in Fig. 3-17, an unceasing relative anchor movement

(cyclic creep) was observed to occur. They noted that as

anchor loading began, the anchor displaced through the

soil at a decreasing rate. A steady displacement rate

was soon reached. After a critical relative movement,

defined as the ratio of minimum cyclic displacement to

anchor diameter, had been reached, the anchor pullout

rate began to increase. The corresponding value of

critical relative movement was defined as the point of

anchor failure. As the cyclic load became a larger

percent of the static load, a higher relative cyclic

movement occurred after fewer cycles. Post-cyclic static

pullout tests revealed that stiffening of the soil had

occurred along with soil density changes. While stress

measurements showed that at the start of loading the sand

mass was affected at least 10 anchor diameters away,

continued repeated loading resulted in the confinement of

stresses to a more limited zone around the anchor.

In an effort to reduce the flow of soil around the

anchor, Andreadis and Harvey (1979) designed a two plate
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anchor system which when loaded, caused a displacement of

the bottom plate which was less than the top plate. This

served to reduce the amount of soil flowing around the

anchor. While anchor life with this system was found to

increase by over 20 times that of a conventional plate

anchor, the cyclic creep phenomenon was never completely

eliminated.

Hanna and Al-Mosawe (1981) subjected prestressed

circular anchor plates embedded in dry sand to 60 second

period square wave load pulses in order to determine the

effects of prestressing on anchor pullout capacity. As

the number of cycles increased, the rate of anchor

displacement per cycle continued to decrease. Sand

breakdown was also observed, with the greatest amount of

particle crushing occurring just above the anchor plate.

This supposedly led to an increase in soil density and a

decrease in volume. Cyclic creep and increased static

pullout after repeated loading was partly attributed to

this particle crushing. During a previous study, Hanna,

Sivipalan and Senturk (1978) found that soil

overconsolidation ratios between 1 and 8 had little

effect on the cyclic creep behavior of the anchor.

Herxaann (1981) classified dynamic loading into two

types; impact loads and cyclic loads. Impact loads were

defined as single event loads of less than one minute in

duration with a load greater than the anchor's ultimate

static uplift capacity. Cyclic loads are repetitive in
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nature, having frequencies between 0.05 and 20 Hz. and

loads less than the ultimate static uplift capacity. The

cyclic load must also have a peak-to-peak loading force

of at least 5% of the static anchor capacity otherwise

the loading is still considered to be static.

Conservative design curves were developed to aid in

determining the maximum cyclic loading that will result

in insignificant cyclic creep. The author notes that

cyclic creep is a poorly understood phenomenon and

recommends factors of safety between 1.25 and 1.75 on the

anchor load.

Clemence and smithling (1983) conducted cyclic

loading tests of single-helix screw anchors in a dry fine

sand. A cyclic loading frequency of 6 Hz with a varying

displacement amplitude was used. When the anchor was

installed, an increase in horizontal stresses was

observed. These stresses decreased during cyclic

loading. They concluded that anchor installation caused

a densification of sand around the anchor, but that the

soil loosened once cyclic loading began. A lower post-

cyclic static pullout capacity than that of a non-

cyclically loaded dead anchor was attributed to this soil

loosening. Prestressing the anchor caused an increase in

anchor life if the cyclic load to ultimate static load

ratio was kept below 3%. Above this ratio, a prestressed

anchor failed sooner than a deadweight anchor subjected

to cyclic loading.
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4.0 LABORATORY TEST PROGRAM

A laboratory test program was conducted to

investigate the effects of depth, anchor shape, pullout

rate, period of cyclic loading and force of cyclic

loading upon anchor pullout behavior. A fine sand was

used as the test medium. The anchors under investigation

consisted of circular, square and rectangular steel

plates. A hydraulic loading device was utilized for

steady rate and cyclic anchor loading. The test

container was a 7.5 ft high by 5.5 ft diameter steel

tank. This chapter details the experimental setup,

anchor design, soil properties and testing procedure used

in this investigation.

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Standard preparation procedures to ensure repeatable

soil densities usually consist of pouring soil in a

uniform pattern into a test container from a set height.

The soil density is determined by the height of the fall

and the spreading rate.

In this investigation, a large test container and

the use of wet sand made this procedure prohibitively

cumbersome and time consuming. A soil preparation method

was therefore required that would produce repeatable

densities in a short period of time and with minimum

effort.
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It was decided to use the upward seepage force of

water to reduce the effective stress of the soil to zero.

This causes soil instability resulting in fluid-like

behavior. This concept is represented by the following

relationship:

a' = Dr' icrDrw
(4.1)

where a' = the effective stress of the soil, F' = the

buoyant weight of the soil, r' = the unit weight of

water, cr = the critical hydraulic gradient necessary

for zero effective stress and D = depth of measured

effective stress below the soil's surface.

The value of 1cr for most soils varies from 0.9 to

1.1. Using an average value of 1.0, the flow rate

necessary to cause quickening or liquefaction of the soil

can be determined from Darcy's Law:

V = kicr
(4.2)

where v = the discharge velocity and k the coefficient

of permeability of the soil. The volumetric flow rate

can also be determined from the following relationship:

q = Akicr
(4.3)

where q = the volumetric flow rate and A = the cross
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sectional area of the test container.

Typical values of permeability coefficients for a

fine sand vary between 0.02 - .002 ft/mm (0.01 - 0.001

cin/s) (Das, 1985). For a test tank with a cross-

sectional area of 24.0 ft2 (2.2 in2), a volumetric flow

rate no greater than 0.5 ft3/min (.04 cm3/s) would be

necessary to cause soil liquefaction. A moderate size

centrifugal pump could supply this amount of water.

After the soil had been fully fluidized, the anchor

plate could be placed at the required depth and the

seepage water stopped. The sand could then be

consolidated to the desired density by some vibration

technique.

In order for this procedure to work, the use of a

poorly graded fine sand was necessary. Ottawa 80 silica

sand was found to satisfy this requirement. The

properties of this sand are given in section 4.3.

4 2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP - EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS

4.2.1 TEST TANK

The test container was fabricated from 3/16 in. (4.8

mm) thick steel plate. The tank was 7.5 ft (2.3 m) high

and 5.5 ft (1.7 in) in diameter. The large size was

chosen to reduce boundary effects at the side of the

container. Previous researchers have established that

boundary effects may exist at a distance in excess of

sixteen anchor diameters (Andreadis, Harvey and Burley,
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1978). The tank was internally sandblasted, then coated

with a primer and a heavy duty white epoxy paint. Epoxy

paint was used in order to reduce potential side friction

and to provide an abrasion resistant surface.

A 4 in. nominal diameter schedule 40 steel pipe

(inner diameter of 4.03 in. (102 mm)) was installed at

the bottom of the tank to provide the supply water

required for liquefaction. A gate valve installed on the

pipe external to the tank provided water flow rate

control. A 2 in. globe valve was also installed in a Tee

between the gate valve and the tank to provide an outlet

for draining the tank. Internally, the steel pipe

extended 5 in. (127 mm) where it joined a manifold

system.

A 1 in. (25 nun) drain line and valve was installed

at the bottom of the tank near the supply inlet to

provide for low point drainage.

A 4 in. (102 mm) discharge line 5 in. (127 mm) from

the top of the tank was sufficient to drain the water

overflow while the soil was being fluidized. It was

found that this size was sufficient to handle the flow

necessary to obtain liquefaction of the soil. Fig. 4-1

shows the water inlet and outlet arrangement.

The manifold system consisted of a 4 in. (102 mm)

Poly-Vinyl Chloride (PVC) manifold with five 1-in. (25.4

mm) distribution pipes extending orthogonally on each

side (Fig. 4-2). One quarter in. (6.35 mm) diameter
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Fig. 4-1 Water Inlet and Outlet to Test Tank

Fig. 4-2 Water Manifold Piping System Inside Tank
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holes were drilled into the bottom of the distribution

pipes at ½ in. (12 mm) intervals. The ends of the

manifold and the distribution pipes were capped.

The tank also had four 1½ in. (38 mm) equispaced

lifting eyes drilled 3 in. (76 itmi) from the top in order

to move and position the tank when it was empty. Angle

iron was welded around the top of the tank to stiffen the

perimeter and prevent bending of the tank top while it

was being moved.

The water for liquefaction was supplied by a

centrifugal pump which drew water from a sump. The pump

had a capacity of 1 ft3/sec (0.03 m3/s) at 59 psi (409

kPa). Pump specifications may be found in Appendix D.

A in. (6.4 mm) thick channel beam was bolted to

the angle iron at the top of the tank to provide support

for a B}i4 Long stroke National Air Vibrator (Fig. 4-3).

The vibrator was used to consolidate the soil after it

had been fluidized. It was installed on the beam of f

center to permit the anchor shaft to pass through a hole

in the center of the beam so that the vibrator would not

have to be removed before each test run. The vibrator

operated at 2000 to 3800 cycles per minute at a supply

air pressure between 40 and 100 psi. Vibrator

specifications may be found in Appendix D.

Inside the tank, gravel up to 1 in. (25 mm) in

diameter was placed on the bottom to allow for uniform

water distribution after the water exited the manifold



Fig. 4-3 Air Vibrator Mounted on Tank

Fig. 4-4 Coarse Gravel Covering Manifold System
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system. This gravel was placed to a depth of 7½ in. (191

mm) so that the manifold system was just covered (Fig.

4-4)

A geotextile ring was constructed with the idea of

providing a barrier between the test sand and the

manifold system. It was desired that the fine test sand

not clog the manifold system thereby interfering with

flow distribution. The geotextile was a non-woven needle

punch type designated SUPAC 4NP and manufactured by the

Phillips Fiber Corporation. The frame for the geotextile

consisted of a length of 1 in. (25 mm) diameter PVC

piping filled with sand and glued together at the ends

forming a circular ring of the same diameter as the tank.

The geotextile was sewn around the tubular ring and a 6

in. (152 mm) skirt was sewn to the edge of the ring.

This ring of geotextile material was laid over the gravel

bed and sealed at the edges with duct tape and silicon

sealant (Fig. 4-5). Over this was laid another 5 in.

(127 mm) of gravel to prevent the geotextile cloth from

lifting of f the gravel bed during the fluidization

process. The extra gravel also pressed the skirt against

the side of the tank, providing an additional barrier

between the sand and the manifold. The total amount of

gravel used was 3200 lb. (1452 kg).

Ten thousand seven hundred (10,700) lb. (4854 kg) of

Ottawa 80 sand was then poured into the tank on top of

the gravel (Fig. 4-6). A schematic diagram of the test
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4.2.2 ANCHOR DESIGN

Three anchor types were used in this investigation.

They consisted of circular, square and rectangular plates

made of in. (6.4 mm) thick mild steel. The surfaces of

the plates were smooth. The diameter of the circular

plate was 4 in. (102 mm). The square and rectangular

anchors had sides that would give them surface areas

equal to that of the circular plate, which was 12.57 in.2

(319 mm2). For the square anchor, each side was 3.55 in.

(90.0 mm) long. The rectangular anchor had sides of

length 5.75 in. (145.9 mm) and 2.19 in. (55.6 mm) for a

length-to-breadth ratio of 2.63. The weight of each

anchor was 0.74 lb. (0.34 kg). The general features of

the anchor types are outlined in Table 4.1.

TABLE 4.1
ANCHOR CHARACTERISTICS

SHAPE CIRCULAR SQUARE RECTANGULAR

DIAN./WIDTH 4.00 in. 3.55 in. 2.19 in.

(102 mm) (90.0 mm) (55.6 mm)

LENGTH 3.55 in. 5.75 in.

(90.0
nun) (146 nun)

AREA 12.57 j2 12.57 j2 12.57 ifl.2
(319 mm2) (319 nun2) (319 mm2)

CIRCUMFERENCE 12.57 in. 14.18 in. 15.87 in.
(319 mm) (360 mm) (403 mm)



Fig. 4-5 Geotextile in Place

Fig. 4-6 Sand Ready to be Added to Tank
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Each anchor had a removable centerpiece that

contained two pore pressure gauges. This piece, shown in

Fig. 4-8., was 0.875 in. (22.23 nun) in diameter and 2 in.

(50.8 inn) in length. The centerpiece was designed to be

removable so that the anchor shapes could be changed

without having to switch the pore pressure gauges between

anchors. Eight countersunk holes were drilled around the

base of the centerpiece for attachment to the anchor

shapes. The base was machined to allow seating of the

three anchor shapes and provide continuity between the

plate and the centerpiece. The pore pressure gauges were

sealed in place with a hardening glue so that there could

be no internal communication between gauges. One gauge

measured the pore pressure at the top of the anchor at

the intersection of the shaft and the plate. The other

gauge measured the pore pressure at the bottom of the

plate at the same radius as the top gauge but 180° apart.

The pore pressure gauges were manufactured by Druck,

Inc.. The transducer type was PDCR 81 and had a range of

5 psi. A schematic of the gauge used is shown in Fig. 4-

9. The anchors, centerpiece and tie rod are shown in

Figs. 4-10 through 4-13.

The shaft consisted of 1/8 in. steel pipe (O.D. 0.41

in., (10.5 nun)). The pore pressure wiring was routed

through this pipe and exited above the water level

through an in line Tee connection. While a smaller

diameter wire rope would have been preferable to reduce
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Fig. 4-10 Anchors, Centerpiece and Tie Rod

Fig. 4-11 Circular Anchor Attached to Tie Rod
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Fig. 4-13 Rectangular Anchor Attached to Tie Rod
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shaft friction, rigid piping was necessary to permit

accurate plate positioning and to provide protection for

pressure gauge wiring. Additional 1/8 in. pipe was used

to join the Tee and the hydraulic actuator.

4.2.3 1NCHOR LOADING SYSTEM

An MTS model 506.01 hydraulic power system was used

to control the anchor loading process. This system had a

design hydraulic fluid flow rate of 3 gpm at 3000 psi.

The load actuator was mounted in a steel frame detached

from and above the center of the tank. The actuator had

an effective stroke of 6 in. (0.15 iii). A load cell was

attached to the lower end of the actuator. The tie rod

was connected to the load cell with a hinge type

connector. This allowed the slack to be taken out of the

loading system without having to frequently change the

tie rod lengths.

Control of the actuator was through an MTS 436

control unit and an MTS 406 controller. The control unit

consisted of a power supply and function generator

capable of providing various waveforms at a wide range of

frequencies. The controller provided the ability to

switch between load control and displacement control of

the actuator. A sinusoidal waveform with frequencies

ranging between 10 Hz. and 0.1 Hz. were used in this

investigation.
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4.2.4 DATA ACQUISITION

The experimental program was designed to monitor and

record up to seven channels of data. These included

load, displacement, pore pressures above and below the

anchor plate and pore pressures at three other locations

inside the tank.

The load was monitored with 1000 lbf (model FLU-

2SGKT) and 5000 lbf (model FL5U-2SGKT) Strainsert

Universal Flat Load cells. The displacement was measured

with a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT).

Feedback from the load cell and LVDT was passed through

an MTS 436 Control Unit and MTS Controller and low pass

filters to an IBM-XT personal computer.

The electrical signals from the pore pressure gauges

were sent to the personal computer via voltage

amplifiers, low pass and anti-aliasing filters and analog

to digital converters. The signal conditioners and

voltage amplifiers were model PCI 20044T Burr Brown

strain gauge signal conditioners. Wavetek Rockland Model

432 low pass filters were used for anti-aliasing. The

analog devices consisted of RTI 815-F 16 channel

differential input A/D converters.

The software used for data acquisition was

UnkelscopeTM from Unkel Software, Inc.. This software

allowed real time observation of the anchor loading

process as well as post data collection analysis. A

strip chart recorder was also used to supply preliminary
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and real time data. A flow chart depicting the data

acquisition process is outlined in Fig. 4-14. The

completed experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4-15.

4.3 SOIL PROPERTIES

The soil used in this investigation was Ottawa 80

silica sand. The properties of this sand are presented

in Table 4.2. The grain size distribution is shown in

Fig. 4-16. The procedures used to obtain these values

are outlined in Appendix B.

4.4 SOIL PREPI½RATION PROCEDURE

The following soil preparation procedure was

conducted prior to each run. It evolved from many tests

to determine the optimum fluidization and compaction

process that would produce repeatable soil densities.

The first step was to fluidize the soil by forcing

water into the bottom of the tank through the manifold

system. As water began seeping into the soil, the soil

mass began to lift. After rising about 4 in. (10.2 cm),

piping occurred, with water venting through the weakest

area of the soil. After the venting occurred, the flow

rate was increased to 0.1 ft3/sec (.0028 m/s). While

this flow quantity was more than necessary to cause

liquefaction, the water piping prevented the remainder of

the soil mass from fluidizing. By increasing the flow,

additional piping occurred. As soil within the pipe was
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Fig. 4-15 Experimental Apparatus



TABLE 4.2
SOIL PROPERTIES

NAME OTTAWA 80

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.65

PARTICLE SHAPE SUBANGULAR

COEFFICIENT OF UNIFORMITY, Cu 1.9

COEFFICIENT OF CURVATURE, C 0.9

UNIFIED SOIL SYSTEM CLASS. SP

ANGLE OF FRICTION 40°

MAX. DRY DENSITY 106.1 pcf
(1.70 g/cm3)

MIN. DRY DENSITY 91.7 pcf
(1.47 g/cm3)

IN-SITU DRY DENSITY 102.8 pcf
(1.65 g/cm3)

EFFECTIVE UNIT DENSITY 64.0 pcf
(1.02 g/cm3)

RELATIVE DENSITY, Dr 80 %

VOID RATIO, e 0.61

PERMEABILITY, k 0.0144 cm/s
0.0057 in./sec

deposited on the surface, sand from the bottom of the

tank flowed into the space left by the transported soil.

After 25 minutes, piping no longer occurred and the

soil was completely fluidized. Allowing further

fluidization resulted in sand being discharged through

the water outlet at the top of the tank.

The anchor was then placed at the desired depth and
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the water flow stopped. The sand was allowed to

consolidate under its own weight for 15 minutes. The

soil was then consolidated to the desired density by

vibrating the tank with the pneumatic vibrator for 13

minutes. During this consolidation process,

counterweights attached to the anchor tie shaft allowed

the anchor to settle under its own weight and the weight

of the settling sand. This procedure resulted in the

soil values found in Table 4.3.

The effect of the fluidization and consolidation

procedure on particle size and density gradients with

depth can be found in Appendix B, sections B.2 and B.5.

4.5 MATERIAL PROPERTY REPEATABILITY

A determination of sand density reproducability by

the experimental procedure outlined in section 4.3 was

made by conducting sand cone tests at the soil's surface

and at depths of 1 ft (0.31 in) and 2 ft (0.61 in). These

tests were conducted using ASTM Dl556-82 guidelines.

Five runs were conducted at the surface and three runs

were done at depths of 1 ft and 2 ft each. The average

densities and standard deviations at each depth are given

in Table 4.3.



TABLE 4.3
DENSITY GRADIENTS WITH DEPTH

DEPTH AVERAGE DENSITY STANDARD DEVIATION
pcf (g/cm3) pcf (g/ciu3)

Surface 103.25 (1.65) 2.19 (0.04)

1 ft 102.88 (1.65) 1.88 (0.03)

2 ft 102.25 (1.64) 1.25 (0.02)

These results show a slight density gradient with

depth. However, the variation in densities between the

surface and 2 ft is less than 1%. In addition, the

standard deviation becomes less with depth, signifying

less variation in density. Due to these low variations,

the change in density with depth and between runs was

considered negligible.

In addition, three pullout tests on circular anchors

were conducted at a depth of 36 in. ± .13 in. (0.91 in ±

.003 in). The sand was fluidized and consolidated

according to the established procedure. The plate was

then pulled out at a rate of 0.0015 in./sec (.038 minIs).

The results are reproduced in Table 4.4.



TABLE 4.4
CIRCULAR PLATE PULLOUT AT CONSTANT DEPTH

DEPTH DIflNETER fl/B LOAD EFF. WI. QRE DEPTH NON-DIM

INCHES INCHES LBS LBS/C. FT SQ. FT FT. LOflD

35.875 4.0 8.97 1220 63.9 8.73E-02 2.990 73.18

36.000 4.0 9.00 1161 63.9 B.73E-02 3.000 69.O

36.125 4.0 9.03 1217 63.9 8.73E-02 3.010 72.50

The results indicate that the ultimate pullout loads

for each of the three runs were within 4.8% of each

other. This discrepancy was considered to be within

experimental error for this procedure.

On the basis of the negligible differences in

density between runs and with depth, along with the small

variations in pullout load, the experimental procedure

was determined to be repeatable.



5.0 STATIC LOADING BEHAVIOR OF
ANCHOR PLATES IN SAND

by RALPH A. PETEREIT1, A.M. ASCE and
CHARLES K. SOLLITT2, N. ASCE

ABSTRACT: A laboratory test program is developed to

investigate the static pullout behavior of circular,

square and rectangular anchor plates in fine saturated

sand. The effect of pullout rate, load, depth of

embedment, shape and tie rod friction are examined. Test

results are compared with existing pullout theories.

Model test results reveal a specific loading rate at

which the ultimate pullout load begins to increase and

the difference in pore water pressure above and below the

anchor begins to decrease. The increased pullout load is

a result of soil dilatency. Of the three anchor shapes

examined, no significant shape effect on pullout load at

shallow depths was observed. Deep anchors, on the other

hand, appear to be influenced by plate shape. There

exists a transition depth at which a shallow anchor

becomes a deep anchor. Tie rod friction can contribute

to the ultimate static pullout load and should be

considered in the analysis of deep anchor uplift

capacity. The test results attained in the experimental

1Lieutenant, U.S. Coast Guard; Graduate Student,
Oregon State University

2Chairman, Ocean Engineering Program, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, OR 97331



program compare very favorably with existing analytical

theories for pullout resistance of anchors.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The use of plate anchors to resist tensile loads and

overturning forces is quite common in civil engineering

practice. Uses include tensile support for hanging

roofs, building foundations and anchored bulkheads

(Hanna, 1982); high mast transmission towers (Adams and

Klym, 1972); mobile home support (Yokel, et al., 1982),

and cavern stabilization (Benson, et al., 1971).

Military requirements for low weight high-capacity

anchorages consist of shelter and plane tiedowns, winch

points for vehicles and suspension foot bridges (Dantz,

1966; Rocker, 1983).

Anchors in the marine environment have long been

used for the mooring of vessels. With the increase in

offshore exploration and the development of the oil

industry, the need for reliable and high capacity anchor

systems has become necessary. Today, anchors provide

support for many marine structures including buoys, oil

platforms, drydocks and submerged pipelines.

Due to the varied nature of support requirements,

many types of anchors and anchor systems have been

developed, Of particular interest is the embedded plate

anchor. Plate anchors offer many desirable features.

They can resist large vertical and lateral loads, they do



not drag across the bottom or protrude above the

seafloor, their weight is low, simplifying handling, and

they can be installed on slopes and at great depths

(Taylor, 1982).

In order to provide a better understanding of the

behavior of plate anchors a laboratory test program was

conducted to investigate the influence of pullout rate,

anchor shape, depth and tie rod friction on anchor uplift

capacity. The results from the test program are reported

herein. Pullout test results are then compared with

existing theories.

5.2 REVIEW OF UPLIFT THEORIES

A number of theories have been published describing

the behavior and passive uplift resistance of anchors.

Early theories included the friction cylinder and weight

of cone methods (Murphy, 1974). The friction cylinder

method assumes a soil failure surface extending

vertically from the plate edge to the soil's surface.

The uplift resistance is taken to be the weight of the

soil within this cylinder. The weight of cone method

assumes a failure plane extending from the anchor's edge

to the surface at an angle of 450 - /2, where is the

angle of friction. Neither method accurately describes

the actual observed soil failure mechanism.

Balla (1961) was one of the first to develop a

systematic analysis of shallow anchor failure. Through



visual observation he found that the meridian section of

the failure surface consisted of a circular arc. This

arc extended from the anchor's edge to the surface,

intersecting at an angle of 450 - /2.

By studying shallow anchor failure, Mariupol'skii

(1965) proposed that failure occurred not from sliding

along the failure surface, but from tension resulting in

vertical separation along this boundary. For the deep

anchor case, he assumed that the work necessary to

displace an anchor through a volume of soil was equal to

the work necessary to expand a cylinder of the same

volume.

In his work on the uplift loading of transmission

tower footings, Matsuo (1967, 1968) developed a shallow

anchor pullout theory that assumed an earth pressure

condition change from semi-active near the footing to

passive at the soil's surface. The cross section of the

soil's failure surface was then assumed to be a

combination of a logarithmic spiral and a tangential

straight line.

Meyerhof and Adams (1968) made simplifying

assumptions in developing a theory that assumed a failure

surface extending vertically from the edge of the footing

to the soil's surface. Uplift resistance was determined

from the cohesion and passive earth pressure acting on

this surface. General equations were developed to

describe the uplift resistance of strip, circular and
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rectangular footings.

Vesic (1971) analyzed the problem of shallow anchor

pullout by considering the expansion of cavities close to

the surface of a semi-infinite rigid-plastic solid. For

the deep anchor case, he conducted a rigorous development

of the pressure required to expand a spherical cavity.

For both the shallow and deep anchor cases, breakout

factors are used which take into account anchor depth,

soil density, cohesion, angle of friction and shear

modulus of the soil.

Sutherland, Finlay and Fadl (1983) developed a

pullout theory based on extensive laboratory testing of

circular anchors in sand. While they found that the

soil's failure surface for the shallow anchor case is

generally curved, it could be approximated by a straight

line. An approximate theory was developed using

empirical factors, the weight of the soil within the

failure volume, and the shearing resistance along the

surface bounding the failure volume.

Chattopadhyay and Pise (1986) and Murray and Geddes

(1987) used a limit equilibrium approach to determine the

maximum anchor uplift capacity. Each assumed a different

failure surface to determine the mass of the soil being

displaced. Experimental results were in close agreement

with theory in both cases.

There is currently no universally agreed upon theory

to define the ultimate vertical pullout capacity of
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embedded anchors. This is due to the difficulty in

predicting the geometry of the soil's failure surface and

the development of relationships that apply to all soils

under every conceivable condition.

5.3 REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

In contrast to rigorous theoretical development,

many experimenters try to study only a few of the

parameters that influence anchor uplift capacity. Some

of these factors include transition depth from shallow to

deep anchor, soil density, overburden pressure, stress

history, short-term vs. long-term loading, saturation,

soil dilatency, particle breakage, soil disturbance,

anchor geometry, plate roughness, angle of anchor

inclination with the surface and earth pressure.

Further information on the influence of these parameters

is given in Petereit (1987).

5.4 LABORATORY TEST PROGRAM

A program of pullout tests was developed to

investigate the loading behavior of anchor plates in

saturated sand. The anchor plates were fabricated from

1/4 in. (6.35 mm) thick mild steel. Three anchor shapes

were used: circular, square and rectangular. The anchors

were manufactured so that each would have a surface area

of 12.57 in.2 (319.2 mm2). The geometric properties of

these anchors are outlined in Table 5.1.



TABLE 5.1
ANCHOR SPECIFICATIONS

PARAMETER CIRCULAR SQUARE RECTANGULAR
(1) (2) (3) (4)

DIAMETER/WIDTHa 4.00 3.55 2.19
(101.6) (90.0) (55.6)

LENGTHa 355 575
(90.0) (145.9)

AREAb 12.57 12.57 12.57
(319.2) (319.2) (319.2)

CIRCUMFERENCEa 12.57 14.18 15.87
(319.2) (360.2) (403.0)

am inches (millimeters)
bin inches2 (millimeters2)

Each anchor had a removable centerpiece that

contained two Druck type PDCR-81 pore pressure gauges.

These gauges had a range of 5 psi (34.5 kPa) and were

used to measure the pore water response above and below

the plate at the intersection of the tie rod and the

plate. The centerpiece holding the pore pressure gauges

was 0.875 in. (22.23 mm) in diameter and 2 in. (50.8 mm)

long. Each plate was loaded centrally through a 0.41 in.

(10.45 mm) diameter steel tie rod. Fig. 5-1 shows the

anchors, centerpiece and pullout rod used in this

investigation.

The tests were conducted in a steel tank measuring

5.5 ft (1.68 in) in diameter and 7.5 ft (2.29 in) in

height. The large size was chosen to reduce boundary

effects at the side of the container. Previous
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Fig. 5-1 Anchor Types With Centerpiece
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researchers have established that boundary effects may

exist at a horizontal distance in excess of sixteen

anchor diameters (Andreadis, Harvey and Burley, 1981).

Ottawa 80 silica sand was used in all tests. The soil

properties are given in Table 5.2.

Due to the large quantity of sand that had to be

prepared for each test, a soil preparation method was

developed that would produce repeatable densities with a

minimum amount of time and effort. A manifold system,

consisting of a central 4.03 in. (102.3 mm) I.D. PVC pipe

and five equispaced orthogonal 1.05 in. (26.6 mm) I.D.

PVC distribution lines, was installed at the bottom of

the tank and covered with gravel. The purpose of this

pipe was to evenly disperse the water used to fluidize

the soil during preparation. A sheet of geotextile

material was laid over the gravel layer and sealed in

place at the tank wall. Another layer of gravel was

placed on top of the geotextile to hold it down during

the fluidization process. To this was added 10,700 lb

(4854 kg) of clean, uniform Ottawa 80 silica sand. The

test container is shown in Fig. 5-2.

The sand was then fluidized by forcing water up

through the soil at a rate of 0.1 ft3/sec (0.0028 m3/s)

for a period of 25 minutes. While this flow rate was

more than necessary to cause liquefaction, it hastened

the process and forced any air out of the sand which may

have entered through the piping external to the tank.



TABLE 5.2
SOIL PROPERTIES

NAME OTTAWA 80

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.65

PARTICLE SHAPE SUBANGULAR

COEFFICIENT OF UNIFORMITY, C 1.9

COEFFICIENT OF CURVATURE, C 0.9

UNIFIED SOIL SYSTEM CLASS. SP

ANGLE OF FRICTION 40°

MAXIMUM DRY DENSITya 106.1
(1.70)

MINIMUM DRY DENSITYa 91.7
(1.47)

IN-SITU DRY DENSITya 102.8
(1.65)

EFFECTIVE UNIT DENsITya 64.0
(1.02)

RELATIVE DENSITY 80 %

VOID RATIO, e 0.61

PERNEABILITYb, k 0.0055
(0.014)

am lbs per cubic ft (grams per cubic centimeter)
bin inches per second (centimeters per second)
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Vibrating the tank for 13 minutes with a BH4 Long

stroke National Air Vibrator consolidated the soil to a

consistent relative density of 80%. This procedure

produced densities within 1% of each other and resulted

in repeatable anchor load errors of less than 4.8%.

To determine if particle size segregation had

occurred due to the soil preparation process, a sieve

analysis was conducted on the sand column at the surface

and at depths of 6 in. (0.15 in), 1 ft (0.31 rn), 2 ft

(0.61 in), 3 ft (0.91 in), and 4 ft (1.22 in). The analysis

was conducted after fluidizing the soil for 12 hours then

vibrating it for 13 minutes. The results showed that

most of the finer grained particles collected within the

top 6 in. (0.152 in) of the column. Below 1 ft (0.305 in)

however, the variation in mean particle size was less

than 0.5 percent and essentially equal to that of the

pre-fluidization particle size distribution.

An MTS model 506.01 hydraulic testing system was

utilized for anchor loading. Load was measured through

Strainsert Universal Flat Load cells and displacement was

measured with an LVDT. Electrical signals from the pore

pressure gauges were passed through Burr Brown model PCI

Z0044T signal conditioners and voltage amplifiers.

Electrical signals from all measurement devices were sent

through Wavetek Rockland Model 432 low pass and anti-

aliasing filters and RTI 815-F 16 Channel Analog to

Digital Converters. Data acquisition was with an IBM-XT



personal computer using UnkelscopeTM software. The

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5-3. Details of the

experimental setup and procedure are given by Petereit

(1987)

5.5 LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

5.5.1 EFFECT OF LOADING RATE ON PULLOUT CAPACITY

The effect of loading rate on anchor pullout

capacity was investigated by loading the circular plate

at rates between 0.0007 in./sec (0.0178 mm/s) and 0.270

in./sec (6.858 minIs). The purpose of this part of the

investigation was to determine the pullout rate at which

the soil could be considered drained and unaffected by

changing pore pressure. This determination was necessary

for the static pullout tests which required drained

conditions.

As shown in Fig. 5-4, the non-dimensional pullout

load remained essentially constant below a loading rate

of approximately 0.01 in./sec (0.254 nun/s). At faster

pullout rates, the ultimate anchor load began increasing.

This increase is due to the dilative characteristics and

permeability of the sand used. Pore pressure gauges

above and below the plate, as well as at the side

boundary, showed a reduction in pore water pressure with

anchor loading for rates greater than 0.002 in./sec (0.05

minis). The magnitude of reduction, or suction, increased

as the loading rate increased.



Fig. 5-3 Experiniental Apparatus
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When the pore water pressure above the anchor is

subtracted from that below and compared with pullout rate

(Fig. 5-5), a general increase in suction is noted with

increasing rate. Negative values indicate lower pressure

below the plate than above it. This increase is

insufficient to be the sole cause of the increased

pullout capacities resulting from higher loading rates.

Below a rate of 0.002 in./sec (0.05 mm/s), the

negative pressure above the plate due to dilatency is

greater than that below the plate due to suction. In

these cases, the maximum pore pressure difference

occurred at the same time as the ultimate pullout load.

At rates higher than this, the suction below the anchor

is greater than that above it. In addition, the maximum

difference, which is presented in Fig. 5-5, occurred well

before the maximum pullout load, then decreased in

magnitude, sometimes becoming positive. At a pullout

rate of .070 in./sec (1.78 mm/s), the difference became

positive almost immediately after loading commenced.

This indicates that breaking of suction below the plate

occurred early.

As a result of these findings, a constant pullout

rate of 0.0015 in./sec (0.038 mm/s) was used in the

static pullout tests.

5.5.2 EFFECT OF LOAD UPON ANCHOR DISPLACEMENT

Typical load displacement curves for the circular
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square and rectangular plates are presented in Fig. 5-6.

The results are presented for embedment depths

approximately 8.4 times the anchor diameter. For all

three anchor types, the load increases at a decreasing

rate as the anchor displaces through the soil. Upon

reaching a limiting value of pullout force, the square

and rectangular anchors continue to displace at a

constant or slightly decreasing load. The circular

anchor, however, exhibited an unsteady loading behavior.

In all tests with circular plates, the anchor began to

fail in "pulses" after a displacement of between 0.6 and

0.7 in. (15.2 and 17.8 mm). Fig. 5-7 shows

representative examples of circular plate loading

behavior between depths of 33.5 in. (.85 m) and 45 in.

(1.14 m). For the plates embedded at shallow depths,

this pulsing occurred after the anchor had attained its

limiting pullout capacity and had begun to display

reduced holding strength. For the more deeply embedded

anchors, this erratic behavior occurred before the anchor

had reached its ultimate strength. Load displacement

plots of all static loading tests are in Petereit (1987).

This unsteady behavior was also noted by Murray and

Geddes (1987) during pullout tests in medium dense sand.

They did not observe similar pulsing in tests using very

dense sand.

Anchor displacement at failure was also observed to

increase with increasing depth. Fig. 5-8 shows
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the increase in displacement as a function of relative

anchor depth. The displacement at maximum load was taken

to be the point where the anchor began displacing at

constant load or prior to observing a load decrease,

whichever occurred first. For the deep circular anchor,

which experienced unsteady behavior prior to failure, the

displacement at the onset of zero average slope was used.

Interestingly, the rectangular plate consistently

displaced less at failure than the circular and square

plates, and the square plate displaced slightly less than

the circular plate.

5.5.3 EFFECT OF RELATIVE DEPTH AND ANCHOR SHAPE

As with anchor displacement at failure, an increase

in pullout capacity with depth was also evident. Fig.

5-9 is a plot of the non-dimensional pullout load as a

function of relative depth. All three anchor types

exhibited an increasing load with depth. For ) less

than approximately 8.5, there was no observable

difference in maximum pullout load between the three

anchor shapes. It would appear that of the three anchor

shapes considered, none had a superior holding capacity

below this relative depth. Beyond a > value of 9

however, the load was significantly higher for the

circular plate than for the square and rectangular

plates. While no sediment surface displacement readings

were taken, a X value of 9 appeared to be the transition
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depth between a shallow and a deep mode of failure. At

this value, a curve drawn through the data points

transitions from concave to convex. This inflection

point was noted by Sutherland, Finlay and Fadl (1983) to

coincide with the earliest detection of surface

displacement.

Beyond a ) value of 11, the data is scattered and a

few of the anchor tests even exhibited a decrease in

maximum uplift resistance with increasing relative depth.

This is not possible, even for deep anchors where the

soil's failure surface no longer reaches the surface

boundary. As a minimum, overburden pressure due to the

weight of the sand above the limiting depth would still

result in slightly increasing loads.

One reason for this variant behavior may be due to

the close proximity of the bottom boundary. The

geotextile separating the sand mass from the filter

gravel was located at a depth of 48 in. (1.22 m) or a

value equal to 12. The relative closeness of the anchor

to this boundary may have affected its loading behavior.

At a )
value greater than 11, the anchor was within 4

in. (101 mm) of the bottom.

The influence of the side wall boundary on the soil

failure mechanism would appear to be negligible. The

tank wall was approximately 8 anchor diameters away.

Pore pressure readings at the tank wall revealed changes

less than .001 psi for loading rates less than 0.002
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in./sec (0.038 iwm/s).

When the breakout factor is plotted against relative

depth on a semi-log graph, as is done in Fig. 5-10, the

trend toward a limiting value can be seen. For this

investigation, the results converge to a value of

approximately 90 at a A value of about 10. As the anchor

is embedded more deeply, the rate of increase in pullout

capacity is much less than at shallow depths due to the

different mechanism of soil failure. This strength

increase results only from the increase in soil

overburden pressure. At shallow depths, the mass of the

soil being displaced, and hence the zone of soil failure,

increases with depth. Upon reaching a critical depth,

failure is marked by a limited zone of influence around

the anchor, with sand flowing from above to below the

anchor in a "punching" shear failure similar to that seen

in deep foundations (Vesic, 1971).

55.4 EFFECT OF TIE ROD FRICTION

In this experimental work, a steel pipe is used for

the anchor tie shaft. This facilitated placement of the

anchors at the proper depth and protected the pore

pressure gauge wiring from damage. The large surface

area of this piping can contribute a portion to the

magnitude of anchor pullout capacity due to frictional

forces along the pipe's surface. The magnitude of this

force was investigated by embedding the shaft to various
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depths and pulling it out at a constant rate of 0.0015

in./sec (0.038 min/s). This is the same rate at which the

static anchor pullout tests were conducted. As shown in

Fig. 5-11, the frictional load increases with depth.

The rate of increase also increases with depth. At

shallower depths, this frictional force is as high as 17%

of the anchor load. This percentage decreased to 10% at

greater depths. At shallow depths, the rod becomes part

of the pulled out soil mass and frictional forces can be

ignored. At deeper depths, part of the tie rod is

outside the soil failure zone and may need to be

considered in the analysis of anchor uplift capacity.

5.5.5 COI4P2RISON OF STATIC CAPACITY OF CIRCULAR PLATES
WITh PUBLISHED THEORIES

The results of the circular anchor pullout tests are

compared with the theoretical work of other investigators

in Fig. 5-12. The magnitude of the anchor uplift

capacity was not reduced by the tie rod friction in the

comparison. Each of the theories plotted was calculated

at an angle of friction of 40°.

The test results agree well with some of the

theories. A limited number of tests were conducted to

compare with shallow anchor theories at very shallow

(D/B < 4) depths. The theory by Balla (1961) appears to

be relatively close, while that by Matsuo (1968) tends to

be slightly conservative.
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For relative depths greater than four, the theories

by Sutherland, Finlay and Fadi (1983), Chattopadhyay and

Pise (1986) and Murray and Geddes (1987) describe the

anchor uplift capacity most closely. The greatest

discrepancy comes from the determination of the critical

einbedment depth. Meyerhof and Adams (1968) limit the

maximum D/B ratio to 7 for an angle of friction of 400.

Sutherland, Finlay and Fadl (1983) specify a value

between 9 and 10 for the soil used in this experiment,

but their breakout factor rises too sharply beyond this

point. The theories by the Naval Civil Engineering

Laboratory (Beard, 1980) and Meyerhof and Adams (1968)

tend to be conservative.

5.6 CONCLUSIONS

Laboratory tests were conducted to determine the

pullout behavior of anchor plates in fine saturated sand.

Based on these test results, the following may be

concluded:

(1) Medium scale anchor pullout tests can be

conducted in test containers utilizing soil

fluidization/consolidation techniques for soil

preparation.

(2) For the specific soil studied there exists a

loading rate below which anchor pullout can be considered

static and soil conditions essentially drained.

(3) Circular anchors in dense sand exhibit unsteady
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pullout behavior after displacing a certain distance.

Square and rectangular anchors did not exhibit this

behavior.

(4) The ultimate pullout load of anchor plates

increases with depth. Beyond a certain transition depth

the anchor is considered deep and the uplift capacity

increases at a slower rate.

(5) The three anchor shapes considered had little

influence upon pullout load at shallow depths, while the

circular plate exhibits a higher pullout resistance at

greater depths.

(6) Anchor displacement at maximum pullout load is

greatest for the circular plate and least for the

rectangular plate.

(7) Tie rod friction can contribute a significant

amount to deep anchor uplift capacity.
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I (.]i

The following symbols are used in this paper:

A = Surface area of anchor plate;

B = Diameter of circular plate, Effective diameter of
square and rectangular plates;

C = Coefficient of curvature;

Cu = Uniformity coefficient;

D = Depth;

Dr = Relative density of soil;

e = Void ratio;

k = Permeability;

P = Anchor uplift load;

a' = Effective (submerged) unit weight of soil;

\ = Relative depth of anchor embedment (D/B);

= Anchor displacement; and

U = Angle of internal friction of soil.
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6.0 CYCLIC LOADING BEHAVIOR OF
ANCHOR PLATES IN SAND

by RALPH A. PETEREIT1, A.M. ASCE and
CHARLES K. SOLLITT2, M. ASCE

ABSTRACT: A laboratory test program is developed to

investigate the cyclic pullout behavior of circular and

rectangular anchor plates in fine sand. The effects of

anchor shape, loading frequency, magnitude of load and

combined static and cyclic loading are examined.

Model test results reveal cyclic loading results in

an unceasing anchor movement, even at loads as low as 15%

of the ultimate static uplift load. Higher cyclic loads

result in higher displacement rates. When the maximum

cyclic load is kept constant, those loadings with a

higher minimum load displace slower. Peak-to-peak pore

water pressure differences above and below the plate

decrease initially, then maintain a constant value until

anchor failure occurs. No significant difference in

loading behavior between circular and rectangular anchors

appears to exist.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The resistance of embedded plate anchors to static

uplift forces has been the subject of many experimental

1Lieutenant, U.S. Coast Guard; Graduate Student,
Oregon State University

2Chairman, Ocean Engineering Program, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, OR 97331
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studies over the past two decades (Sutherland, 1965;

Kenanyan, 1966; Baker and Kondner, 1966; Esquivel Diaz,

1967; Adams and Hayes, 1967; Healy, 1971; Hanna and Carr,

1971; Harvey and Burley, 1973; Das and Seeley, 1975; and

Coip and Herbich, 1975). Theoretical analyses usually

concentrate on determining the shape of the soil failure

surface. A limit equilibrium approach is then used to

determine the ultimate static pullout force. Several

theories have been published that attempt to define the

ultimate up lift capacity of anchors (Balla, 1961;

Mariupol'skii, 1965; Matsuo, 1967, 1968; Meyerhof and

Adams, 1968; Vesic, 1971, Sutherland, Finlay and Fadi,

1983; Chattopadhyay and Pise, 1986; and Murray and

Geddes, 1987).

Embedded anchors can also be subjected to cyclic

loads. Plate anchors embedded in the seafloor can

undergo cyclic and combined static and cyclic loading due

to forces from currents, tides, vortex shedding and wave

action. With the expansion of the offshore industry

comes an increased use of and reliability on embedded

plate anchors.

In order to provide a better understanding of the

behavior of plate anchors subjected to cyclic loads, a

laboratory study was conducted to investigate the

influence of anchor shape, anchor loading frequency, load

amplitude, combined static and cyclic loading, and number

of loading cycles on the displacement characteristics of
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plate anchors.

6.2 PREVIOUS WORK ON CYCLIC LOADING BEHAVIOR

While theoretical analyses and experimental

investigations on the static uplift behavior of anchors

is abundant (Petereit, 1987), experimental studies on the

cyclic uplift behavior of embedded anchors is relatively

scarce.

Beinben, Kalajian and Kupferman (1973) conducted

static and cyclic pullout tests of anchor plates and

flukes in loose saturated sand. Using a cyclic loading

pattern with a period of 8 seconds lasting up to 4 hours,

they noted that the net upward anchor displacement per

cycle decreased during the first few minutes but that a

constant value was soon reached. They called this

constant value the cyclic creep rate.

By extending their test interval from 4 hours to 1

week, Bemben and Kupferman (1975) found that the cyclic

creep displacement of their anchor never ceased. Visual

observations revealed that a wedge of soil formed above

the anchor. This wedge moved up together with the anchor

as it displaced through the soil. Sand was also seen to

flow from above to below the plate as the anchor was

loaded and unloaded.

Andreadis, HArvey and Burley (1981) conducted static

and cyclic loading tests on cylindrical anchors connected

to rigid tie rods in saturated sand. Using a 0.5 Hz
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sinusoidal loading pattern they noted that as loading

began, the anchor displaced through the soil at a

decreasing rate but soon reached a steady displacement

rate. Post-cyclic static pullout tests revealed that

stiffening of the soil had occurred along with soil

density changes. Repeated loading was also found to

result in the confinement of soil stresses to a more

limited zone around the anchor.

Andreadis and Harvey (1979) developed an anchor

system that reduced the movement of soil from above to

below the anchor. While the life of the anchor was

greatly extended, cyclic creep was never completely

eliminated.

Hanna and Al-Mosawe (1981) subjected prestressed

circular anchor plates embedded in dry sand to 60 second

period square wave load pulses. While prestressing was

found to increase the life of a cyclically loaded anchor,

cyclic creep still occurred. In addition, prestress was

gradually lost as cyclic loading continued. Soil

crushing above the plate also occurred along with a

corresponding change in soil density.

During a previous study, Hanna, Sivipalan and

Senturk (1978) found that soil overconsolidation ratios

between 1 and 8 had little effect on the cyclic creep

behavior of the anchor.

Hermann (1981) defined cyclic loads as having

frequencies between 0.05 and 20 Hz, loads less than the

L
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ultimate static uplift capacity, and peak-to-peak load

forces of at least 5% of the static anchor uplift

capacity. Conservative design curves were developed to

aid in determining the maximum cyclic loading that would

result in insignificant cyclic creep.

Clemence and Siaithling (1983) subjected single-helix

screw anchors embedded in dry sand to a 6 Hz cyclic

loading pattern. Prestressing was found to increase

anchor life only if the cyclic loading was kept below 3%

of the ultimate static load. The process of anchor

installation resulted in an increase in horizontal

stresses. These stresses decreased during cyclic

loading.

In review, cyclic loading appears to result in an

unceasing movement of the anchor through the soil. This

movement is the result of the flow of sand grains from

above to below the anchor. Prestressing has little

influence in the long-term life of a cyclically loaded

anchor. Cyclic loading also results in particle crushing

and soil stress changes in the vicinity of the anchor.

6.3 LABORATORY TEST PROGRAM

The anchor plates used in this study consist of

circular and rectangular plates manufactured from 1/4 in.

(6.35 mm) thick mild steel. The surface area of each

anchor was 12.6 ifl.2 (319 nun2). The rectangular anchor

had a length-to-breadth ratio of 2.63. Each anchor was
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fitted with pressure gauges above and below the plate to

monitor pore water pressure changes. The plates were

loaded centrally through a 0.41 in. (10.45 mm) diameter

steel tie rod.

The tests were conducted in a steel tank measuring

5.5 ft (1.7 iii) in diameter and 7.5 ft (2.3 m) in height.

Ottawa 80 silica sand, whose properties are shown in

Table 6.1, was used in all tests. The soil was prepared

using a fluidization/consolidation technique that was

found to produce repeatable densities within 1% of each

other. An NTS hydraulic loading system was used for

anchor loading. Data acquisition was with an IBM-XT

personal computer. Details of the experimental apparatus

and procedure are given by Petereit (1987).

In this investigation, the anchor plates are

sinusoidally loaded at frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 2

Hz. The initial anchor depth for all tests is 36 in.

(.914 m) ± .25 in. (6.35 mm). This corresponds to a

depth/diameter ratio of 9, which is the transition depth

as determined in Chapter 5. The double load amplitude,

or peak-to-peak load amplitude, is varied between 75% and

15% of the ultimate static pullout load, u The maximum

static uplift load for this depth is approximately 1100

lbf. In addition combined static and cyclic loading

conditions are examined.
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TABLE. 6.1
SOIL PROPERTIES

NAME OTTAWA 80

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.65

PARTICLE SHAPE SUBANGULAR

COEFFICIENT OF UNIFORMITY, Cu 1.9

COEFFICIENT OF CURVATURE, C 0.9

UNIFIED SOIL SYSTEM CLASS. SP

ANGLE OF FRICTION 400

MAX. DRY DENSITY 106.1 pcf
(1.70 g/cra3)

MIN. DRY DENSITY 91.7 pcf
(1.47 g/cm3)

IN-SITU DRY DENSITY 102.8 pcf
(1.65 g/cin3)

EFFECTIVE UNIT DENSITY 64.0 pcf
(1.02 g/cra3)

RELATIVE DENSITY, Dr 80 %

VOID RATIO, e 0.61

PERMEABILITY, k 0.0144 crrt/s
0.0057 in./sec
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6.4 EFFECT OF CYCLIC LOADING. ON INITIAL ANCHOR
DISPLACEMENT

For all of the tests conducted there is an obvious

decrease in anchor displacement per cycle during the

first 15 cycles. Due to the nature of the data

acquisition process, displacements are not recorded again

until 120 to 160 cycles. Fig. 6-1, a load-displacement

plot of the first 12 cycles of plate loading at a

frequency of 0.5 Hz at 75% u' graphically depicts this

phenomenon. Upon initial loading, the anchor displaces a

specific distance. When it is unloaded, the anchor

rebounds, but not to its initial position. On the next

loading cycle the anchor once again displaces and

rebounds. This second rebound however, results in the

anchor returning closer to its initial position. This

results in a decreasing nonrecoverable anchor

displacement. The decrease in absolute displacement

occurs in the beginning of the cyclic loading process,

after which movement through the soil remains relatively

constant.

Upon initial loading, stresses are imparted to the

soil skeletal system and changing pore pressures occur.

Pore pressure readings taken above and below the plate,

and in the surrounding soil mass, indicate negative pore

water pressures with anchor loading and positive

pressures on unloading. This is indicative of a dilative

soil, where an increase in the soil volume results from
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anchor loading.

6.5 EFFECT OF LOADING FREQUENCY ON ANCHOR DISPLI&CE1{ENT

The circular plate is loaded at frequencies between

0.1 and 2 Hz at double load amplitudes of 75%, 50%, and

25% of the ultimate static uplift capacity u The

rectangular plate is loaded at double load amplitudes of

75% and 50% of The results are reproduced in the

form of displacement plots in Figs. 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4 for

the circular anchor, and Figs 6-5 and 6-6 for the

rectangular anchor. From this information it appears

that there is a difference in displacement at different

frequencies. While no clear trend exists to explain the

difference in displacement at different frequencies,

loadings and anchor shape, it appears that the

comparative rate of displacement at each frequency,

manifested by the slope of the displacement curves, is

represented by a logarithmic relationship for each double

load amplitude. This rate of displacement becomes less

as the double load amplitude decreases.

6.6 EFFECT OF CYCLIC LOAD ON ANCHOR DISPLACEMENT AND
PORE WATER PRESSURE

A comparative displacement plot of the circular

plate subjected to a 0.5 Hz sinusoidal waveform at double

load amplitudes between 75% and 15% of the static uplift

capacity is presented in Fig. 6-7. The results indicate
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a larger initial displacement and a higher pullout rate

at higher loads. This behavior can be expected as higher

loads impart greater stresses on the surrounding soil.

It is interesting to note that the anchor continues to

displace even at loads as low as 15% of the maximum

static capacity.

Pore water pressures above and below the anchor

plate reveal the behavior of the surrounding soil

particles. Fig. 6-8 and Fig. 6-9 are plots of the

magnitude of the peak-to-peak change in pore water

pressures at the top and bottom of the plate,

respectively, for a loading frequency of 0.5 Hz. These

figures show an initial difference in the peak-to-peak

pressures that decreases as the number of cycles

increases. For the higher loading rate (75% )1 the

pressure difference decreases to about 0.013 psi at 600

cycles then begins to increase. At 6000 cycles, a sharp

increase in peak-to-peak pore water pressure occurs. At

this point, failure of the anchor is rapid, as evidenced

by the sharp upturn in the displacement curve shown in

Fig. 6-7. For the anchor cyclically loaded at 15% of P,

little pore water pressure differences are observed.

When the difference in maximum negative pore water

pressures between the top and the bottom of the plate are

plotted against the number of cycles (Fig. 6-10), a

similar trend is observed. At higher loads, a greater

net suction occurs below the plate. When multiplied by
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the area of the plate, the net force downward due to

suction is obtained. Even for the higher loads, this net

suction force is less than 0.02% of ultimate static load.

This indicates that the soil is well drained and that

suction effects have negligible influence on the cyclic

load capacity of the anchor.

6.7 EFFECT OF COMBINED STATIC AND CYCLIC LOAD ON ANCHOR
DISPLACEMENT AND PORE WATER PRESSURE.

The influence of a combined static and cyclic load

on anchor behavior is examined by keeping the maximum

cyclic load constant and varying the minimum load. Fig.

6-1]. is a displacement plot for the circular anchor

loaded to a maximum of 75% 'u
The minimum load is

varied between 0 and 50% of u The results indicate

that anchors with the greatest amount of unloading fail

faster than those unloaded a lesser amount. It appears

that the cyclic double load amplitude has a significant

effect on load pullout and that high maximum cyclic loads

do not necessarily result in rapid failure.

Peak-to-peak pore water pressure differences above

and below the plate show pressures that decrease in

magnitude as the number of cycles increases (Fig. 6-12

and Fig. 6-13). This trend is similar to that observed

in Fig. 6-8 and Fig. 6-9, where the maximum cyclic load

is varied but the minimum load is kept constant. As the

double load amplitude decreases, so does the peak-to-peak
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pore water difference. After,a certain number of cycles,

this difference remains relatively constant as the anchor

displaces through the soil.

The difference in maximum negative pore pressure

between the top and the bottom of the plate is shown in

Fig. 6-14. While the individual curves appear unsteady

the trend is consistent with that observed in the

previous section.

Similar runs have been conducted with a maximum

cyclic load of 50% 1'u Minimum loads varied between 0

and 25%. The results are plotted in Fig. 6-15 through

Fig. 6-18. The trend is similar to those where the plate

is loaded to a maximum of 75% Pu, but with smaller

differences in peak-to-peak pore pressures.

When similar double load amplitudes with different

maximum loads are compared, as in Figs. 6-19 and 6-20, it

can be seen that those loadings with higher maximum

cyclic loads have a slightly higher displacement rate.

6.8 CONCLUSIONS

Laboratory test were conducted to determine the

cyclic pullout behavior of anchor plates in fine

saturated sand. Based on these test results, the

following may be concluded.

(1) Cyclic loading results in an unceasing anchor

movement, even at loads as low as 15% of the maximum

static uplift capacity.
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(2) Higher cyclic loads result in a higher rate of

anchor displacement.

(3) At a constant maximum cyclic load, anchor

displacement rates decrease with increasing minimum

cyclic loads.

(4) When the double load amplitude load is kept

constant, those loadings with the higher minimum load

displace slower.

(5) Peak-to--peak pore water pressure differences

above and below the anchor decrease initially, then

maintain a constant value until anchor failure occurs.

(6) The effect of suction has a negligible

influence on cyclic pullout load.

(7) No significant differences in the loading

behavior between circular and rectangular plates appears

to exist.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are made as a result of

this investigation:

(1) Medium scale anchor pullout tests can be

conducted in test containers utilizing soil

fluidization/coinpaction techniques for soil preparation.

(2) For this particular soil, there exists a

loading rate below which anchor pullout can be considered

static and soil conditions essentially drained.

(3) Circular anchors in dense sand exhibit unsteady

pullout behavior after displacing a certain distance.

Square and rectangular anchors did not exhibit this

behavior.

(4) The ultimate pullout load of anchor plates

increases with depth. Beyond a certain transition depth

the anchor is considered deep and the uplift capacity

increases at a slower rate.

(5) The three anchor shapes considered had little

influence upon pullout load at shallow depths, while the

circular plate exhibits a higher holding capacity at

greater depths.

(6) Anchor displacement at maximum pullout load is

greatest for the circular plate and least for the

rectangular plate.

(7) Tie rod friction can contribute to deep anchor

uplift capacity.
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(8) Cyclic loading results in an unceasing anchor

movement, even at loads as low as 15% of the maximum

static uplift capacity.

(9) Higher cyclic loads result in a higher rate of

anchor displacement.

(10) At a constant maximum cyclic load, anchor

displacement rates decrease with increasing minimum

cyclic loads.

(11) Peak-to-peak pore water pressure differences

above and below the anchor decrease initially, then

maintain a constant value until anchor failure occurs.

(12) The effect of suction has a negligible

influence on cyclic pullout load.

(13) No significant differences in pullout behavior

were evident between circular and rectangular anchors.
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8.0 RECOI4I4ENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made as a result

of this study:

(1) Anchor plates should be loaded for a greater

number of cycles through a greater displacement to

observe pore water response as the anchor nears the

surface and begins to fail rapidly.

(2) Post cyclic static pullouts should be conducted

to observe anchor behavior.

(3) The effect of different anchor embedment

techniques should be investigated.

(4) Full scale tests should be conducted to verify

the behavior observed in this investigation.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this paper:

A = Area of plate

B = Diameter of circular plate
Effective diameter of square and rectangular
plates

B0 = Shaft diameter

B1 = Anchor or footing radius

c = Cohesion

C = Uniformity coefficient

C = Coefficient of curvature

D = Depth

Di = Particle size characteristics

Dr = Relative density

G = Shear Modulus of the soil

H = Limiting depth of shallow anchor failure

i = Hydraulic gradient

cr = Critical hydraulic gradient

k = Coefficient of permeability

K = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure

K0 = Coefficient of earth pressure at rest

L = Length

N = Number of loading cycles

P = Plate uplift load

P0 = Overburden pressure

= Passive earth pressure
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= Maximum static uplift capacity

p = Pressure

q = Volumetric flow rate

Su = Undrained shear strength

t = Anchor plate thickness

u = Pore water pressure

W = Anchor weight

W = Weight of pulled out soil

6 = Anchor displacement through the soil

r = Bulk unit weight

rw = Unit weight of water

= Effective (submerged) unit weight

= Relative depth of embedment (D/B)

Xi = Relative depth of embedment (D/B1)

a = Stress

a' = Effective stress

= Angle of shearing resistance

c/I = Angle of dilatency
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APPENDIX B
SOIL PROPERTIES

B.]. GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS

A sieve analysis was conducted to determine sand

grain size distribution. The guidelines of ASTM D422-72

were used. Three representative sand samples were

obtained and each was subjected to a 15 minute shaker

test through a series of 8 inch sieves. Sieve numbers

30, 50, 100, 140 and 200 were used. The sand remaining

on each sieve was weighed and the percent passing was

computed. The results were plotted and compared with

manufacturer's data in Fig. B.1.

The coefficient of uniformity, C, was calculated to

give an indication of the sand sorting.

D60 0.23C== = 1.9
D10 0.12

The coefficient of curvature (concavity, gradation)

was also determined as follows:

(D30)2 (0.16)2

Cc = 0.9
D10D60 (0.12)(0.23)

The coefficients indicate that the soil is a uniform

poorly graded fine sand classified as SP in the Unified

Soil Classification System.
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B.2 GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS AFTER FLUIDIZATION AND
COMPACTION

The sand fluidization procedure also raises the

possibility of particle size segregation with depth. As

water flows upward through the sand, smaller diameter

particles may tend to rise to the surface while the

larger ones collect near the bottom. To determine the

degree of particle size separation, a sieve analysis was

conducted on soil samples taken from the surface and at

depths of 6 in. (0.15 in), 1 ft (0.31 m), 2 ft (0.61 rn), 3

ft (0.91 in) and 4 ft (1.22 in). The analysis was done

after the soil had been subjected to the fluidization

process a minimum of 12 hours, then consolidated with a

vibrator for 13 minutes. The samples were oven dried

then run through a set of 3 in. (76.2 mm) sieves. The

resultant grain size distribution curve is graphed in

Figure B.2.

The results show that the smallest particles

accumulated in the upper 6 in. of the sand column. Below

1 ft (0.31 rn) however, the grain size distribution is

very near to that of the sand prior to any fluidization.

Fig. B.2 shows only a slight increase in grain size with

depth below 1 ft (0.31 in). On the basis of this

analysis, the difference in grain size with depth can be

cpnsidered negligible.
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B. 3 PZRTICLE DESCRIPTION

A microscopic examination of the soil indicated that

the individual sand particles were clean, light colored

and sub-angular in shape.

B.4 MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM DENSITY

The minimum density of the sand was obtained by

carefully pouring the soil into a standard 1/30 ft3 (944

cm3) compaction mold from a low height. The sand was

poured through a cardboard cylinder with holes at the

bottom so that the sand would fall from a small height.

Three tests were run and the lowest value obtained was

used tO determine the minimum density of 91.69 pcf (1.47

g/cxa3).

The maximum density of the sand was obtained by

pouring the sand into the mold in five layers. After

each layer was poured, the sand was confined by a metal

plate and the mold was struck sharply with a rubber

mallet 30 times. Three tests were run and the highest

value obtained was used to calculate the maximum density

of 106.13 pcf (1.70 g/cin3).

Results of the tests are recorded in Table B.l.
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TABLE B.1
MINIMUM 2ND MAXIMUM DENSITIES

Minimum Density Maximum Density
pcf (g/cm3) pcf (g/cm3)

91.69 (1.47) 106.13 (1.70)

92.19 (1.48) 104.94 (1.68)

93.69 (1.50) 105.00 (1.68)

B.5 IN-SITU DENSITY

In order to determine whether or not the soil

properties resulting from the fluidization and

consolidation procedure could be duplicated, sand

densities were determined at the surface and at depths of

1 ft (0.31 in) and 2 ft (0.61 in) by the sand cone method

using ASTM D1556-82 guidelines. Ottawa sand passing the

#16 U.S. standard sieve but retained on the #30 sieve was

used as the control sand. This test was conducted after

the sand in the tank had undergone fluidization a minimum

of 12 hours.

After the sand had been fluidized and consolidated,

the water in the tank was slowly drained via the ½ inch

(12.7 nun) drain line. This process took approximately 3

hours. For each run, soil from three separate areas of

the surface was excavated, weighed wet, oven dried, then

weighed dry. Five runs were conducted. Soil was also

carefully excavated to depths of 1 ft (0.31 in) and 2 ft
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(0.61 m) where additional sand cone tests were conducted.

Three runs were conducted at each of these depths with

only one sample being taken for each run. The average

values and standard deviations of the densities are given

in Table B.2.

TABLE B.2
DENSITY GRADIENTS WITH DEPTH

Depth Average Density Standard Deviation
pcf (g/cm3) pcf (g/ciu3)

Surface 103.25 (1.65) 2.19 (.035)

1 ft 102.88 (1.65) 1.88 (.030)

2 ft 102.25 (1.64) 1.25 (.020)

While it appears that there is a slight density

gradient with depth, the percent variation with depth was

less than 1%. This discrepancy can be considered small

enough to be ignored and the density was therefore

considered uniform. An average value of 102.81 pcf (1.65

g/cia3) was taken as the in-situ soil density.

A.6 RELATIVE DENSITY

Relative density is defined as:

emax - e
Dr

emax emin

where Dr = relative density
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e = in-situ void ratio

emax = void ratio of the soil in the loosest

state

emin void ratio of the soil in the densest

state

Relative density can also be expressed in terms of

maximum and minimum dry unit densities.

Dr =

Dr =

- ir

l/rmjn

r-rmjn

rmin
[

r

where r = in-situ dry unit density (corresponding

to void ratio e)

rmjn = dry unit density of soil in the loosest

state (corresponding to void ratio emax)

= dry unit density of soil in the densest

state (corresponding to void ratio emin)

The following values were obtained for this

experiment:

rmin = 91.69 pcf (1.47 g/cm3)

= 106.13 pcf (1.70 g/ciu3)

r = 102.81 pcf (1.65 g/cin3)
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1.65 - 1.47 1.70

Dr
1.70 - 1.47 1.65

Dr = 0.80

B.7 FRICTION JNGLE

In order to determine the friction angle of the soil

several vacuum triaxial tests were conducted following

the guidelines of ASTM D2850. A constant displacement

rate of 0.822 nun/mm. corresponding to a strain rate of

0.57%/mm. was used in all of the tests. The soil was

air dried and placed so that the density was 102.8 ± 0.6

pcf (1.65 ± 0.01 g/cm3). Confining stresses between 1

psi (6.9 kN/m2) and 4 psi (26.6 kN/ni2) were used. A plot

of confining stress vs. friction angle is shown in Figure

A.3. The resulting angle of friction was found to range

between 37.4° and 40.7°. In this paper, a friction angle

of 40° was used for calculations and comparisons.

B.8 SPECIFIC GRAVITY

The specific gravity, G5, of the sand was determined

by following ASTM D854-83 guidelines. An aspirator was

used to apply the vacuum necessary for air removal. The

specific gravity was found to be 2.65.
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B.9 VOID RATIO

The void ratio was determined by observing the

following relationships for dry soil:

G5r
=

1+ e

G5r
e= -1

r5 itu

(2.65) (62.4)
-1

102.813

e = 0.6].

A. 10 EFFECTIVE UNIT WEIGHT

The saturated unit weight was first calculated from

the following relationship:

(G5 + e) r
rsat = l+e

(2.65 + 0.61) (62.4)

rsat =
1 + 0.61

rsat = 126.4 pcf (2.0 g/ciu3)

The effective unit weight was found by subtracting

the unit weight of water from the saturated weight of the

soil.
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r' = Tsat -

= 64.0 pcf (1.0 g/cin3)



TABLE C.1
CIRCULAR l%NCHOR DATA

DEPTH

INCHES

DIAMETER

INCHES

0/B LOAD

LBS

EFF. NT.

LBS/C. FT

AREA

SQ. FT

DEPTH

FT.

NON-DIM

LORO

8.125 4.0 2.03 37 63.9 8.73E-02 0.677 9.80

18.500 4.0 4.62 246 63.9 8.73E-02 1.542 28.62

22.250 4.0 5.56 371 63.9 8.73E-02 1.854 35.88

23.750 4.0 5.94 430 63.9 8.73E-02 1.979 38.96

29.000 4.0 7.25 696 63.9 8.?3E-02 2.417 51.65

31.000 4.0 7.75 741 63.9 8.73E-02 2.583 51.44

33.500 4.0 8.37 942 63.9 8.?3E-02 2.792 60.51

36.000 4.0 9.00 1213 63.9 8.73E-02 3.000 72.51

39.000 4.0 9.75 1487 63.9 8.?SE-02 3.250 82.05

39. 750 4.0 9.94 1588 63.9 8.73E-02 3.312 85.97

41.250 4.0 10.31 1518 63.9 8.73E-02 3.437 79.19

45. 000 4.0 11.25 1925 63.9 B.73E-02 3.750 92.06

46.500 4.0 11.62 1811 63.9 8.?3E-02 3.875 83.81

H

z
H

z

H
-.1



TABLE C.2
SQUARE ANCHOR DATA

DEPTH

INCHES

DIAMETER

INCHES

0/B LOAD

LBS

EFF. WI.

LBS/C. FT

AREA

SO. FT

DEPTH

FT.

NON-DIM

LOAD

10.125 4.0 2.53 59 63.9 8.73E-02 0.844 12.54

17.000 4.0 4.25 213 63.9 B.73E-02 1.417 26.96

20. 125 4.0 5.03 307 63.9 8.73E-02 1.677 32.83

24.000 4.0 6.00 430 63.9 9.73E-02 2.00O 38.56

26.375 4.0 6.59 518 63.9 8.73E-02 2.198 42.26

30.000 4.0 7.50 731 63.9 8.73E-02 2.500 52.44

33.375 4.0 8.34 924 63.9 8.73E-02 2.781 59.58

34.500 4.0 8.62 945 63.9 8.73E-02 2.875 58.95

39.375 4.0 984 1316 63.9 8.73E-02 3.281 71.92

41.250 4.0 10.31 1473 63.9 8.73E-02 3.437 76.85

45. 125 4.0 11.28 1530 63.9 8.73E-02 3.760 72.97

47.750 4.0 11.94 1541 63.9 8.73E-02 3.979 69.45

Ui



TABLE C.3
RECTANGULAR ANCHOR DATA

DEPTH

I NCHES

DIAMETER

I NCHES

0/B LOAD

LBS

EFF. WI.

LBS/C. FT

PRER

SQ. FT

DEPTH

FT.

NON-DIM

LORD

12. 875 4.0 3.22 103 63.9 8.73E-02 1.073 17.22

19.500 4.0 4.88 286 63.9 8.73E-02 1.625 31.56

25. 000 4.0 6.25 473 63.9 8.73E-02 2.083 40.72

31.000 4.0 7.75 740 63.9 8.?3E-02 2.583 51.37

32.000 4.0 8.00 728 63.9 8.73E-02 2.667 48.96

34.000 4.0 8.50 993 63.9 8.73E-02 2.833 62.85

39.750 4.0 9.94 1229 63.9 B.73E-02 3.312 66.54

40.500 4.0 10.12 1303 63.9 8.?3E-02 3.375 69.24

40.750 4.0 10.19 1314 63.9 8.73E-02 3.396 69.39

44.375 4.0 11.09 1468 63.9 8.73E-02 3.698 71.19

45.500 4.0 11.37 1679 63.9 8.73E-02 3.792 79.41

46. 875 4.0 11.72 1685 63.9 8.73E-02 3.906 77.36

C.'
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